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Data Mining methods to detect discrimination patterns along
temporal databases
In certain Data Analysis tasks, understanding the underlying diﬀerences be-
tween groups or classes is of the utmost importance. Contrast Set Mining
relies on discovering signiﬁcant patterns by contrasting two or more groups,
each pattern being a Contrast Set which is a conjunction of attribute-value
pairs that diﬀer meaningfully in its distribution across groups.
One technique proposed is Rules for Contrast Sets (RCS) which seeks to ex-
press each Contrast Set found in terms of rules. The main purpose of this
work is to extend this approach to a Temporal Data Mining task, developing
a set of patterns in order to capture the signiﬁcant changes in the contrasts
discovered along the entire timeline considered. To ascertain the proposal ac-
curacy and ability to discover relevant information, it will be applied in two
diﬀerent real-life datasets.
Métodos de Mineração de Dados para detecção de padrões
discriminatórios em bases de dados temporais
Em determinadas tarefas de Mineração de Dados, perceber as diferenças fun-
damentais entre grupos ou classes é de extrema importância. Constrat Set
Mining baseia-se na descoberta de padrões signiﬁcativos contrastando dois ou
mais grupos, onde cada padrão é um Contrast Set, que é uma conjunção de
pares atributo-valor que diferem substancialmente na sua distribuição entre
os grupos.
Uma técnica proposta é o Rules for Contrast Sets (RCS) que procura expressar
cada contraste encontrado em termos de regras. O principal propósito deste
trabalho é estender esta abordagem a uma tarefa de Temporal Data Mining,
desenvolvendo um conjunto de padrões especíﬁcos para capturar as modiﬁ-
cações signiﬁcativas ao longo da linha temporal estabelecida. Para averiguar
a precisão da proposta e a sua capacidade de encontrar informação relevante,
ela será aplicada em dois datasets distintos, com dados de situações reais.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data Mining is an area which seeks to discover hidden patterns from large
datasets by using methods and techniques from several ﬁelds like Database
Systems, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Statistics. Govern-
ments and organizations resort to these methods to improve their knowledge
of the operational ﬁeld they belong. One of the most popular, researched
and used technique is Association Rule Mining (ARM) (Agrawal & Srikant,
1994; Agrawal, Imieli«ski, & Swami, 1993) that ﬁnds all the gripping associ-
ations in a dataset. These patterns are presented in the form of rules of the
type X ⇒ Y , where X and Y are sets of atomic units occurring in the data
(itemsets).
Understanding the diﬀerence between contrasting groups is also a funda-
mental Data Mining task (Bay & Pazzani, 1999; Webb, Butler, & Newlands,
2003) and it is a problem present in many domains. For example, census data
collected this year can be compared to the data collected in a previous census
activity, like contrasting the data collected this year against the one collected
thirty years ago. This comparison involves two groups (e.g. 2011 vs 1981),
and in this scenario it is fairly easy to infer some diﬀerences among these two
groups in contrast that can be expected to be retrieved: the mean number of
1
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children per couple should be lower nowadays, but the income and education
likely follow the reverse trend. This notion can easily be extrapolated to other
domains.
Although ARM captures the relations between the items present in the
data, it does not discriminate in regard to diﬀerence towards those same items.
Even so, one proposal has shown that a commercial Association Rule Learner
(Magnum_OPUS) with some tweaks could achieve this task fairly well (Webb
et al., 2003). Due to this latent inability, some techniques derived from ARM
have been proposed to tackle this problem. Contrast Set Mining (CSM) (Bay
& Pazzani, 1999; Hilderman & Peckham, 2005; P. J. Azevedo, 2010) has
emerged as a Data Mining task whose objective is to eﬀectively collect every
Contrast Set (CS), a formalism used to represent the patterns that we are
looking for, i.e. the group diﬀerences. Emerging Patterns (EP) (Dong & Li,
1999) and Subgroup Mining (SM) (Klosgen, 1996) are other techniques that
achieve diﬀerent yet similar objectives. The formulation and notation is diver-
gent due to the fact that they have been proposed by diﬀerent communities
for various purposes (Novak, Lavra£, & Webb, 2009).
Rules for Contrast Sets (RCS) is one algorithm that redesigns an asso-
ciation rule engine to derive rules to describe CSs (P. J. Azevedo, 2010).
and the work developed in this thesis is mainly centred around this proposal
speciﬁcally by extending its usage into a Temporal Data Mining (TDM) task.
Temporal Data Mining deals with the discovering of potential useful infor-
mation from temporal data (Theophano, 2010). This requires the inclusion
of temporality into databases as well as its data representation in order to
discover the temporal patterns of interest (Laxman & Sastry, 2006). The pro-
posal present in this thesis has its foundations in both CSM and TDM and
pretends to extend the discrimination provided by contrasting groups to a
temporal scenario.
2
1.1. Motivation
1.1 Motivation
In contrasting two or more elements, the main objective relies on obtaining the
attributes that distinguish those elements from each other. This comparison
task can also be valuable as a form to deepen even further the knowledge
about the problem in question. Some proposals have been made in order
to perform this task, but none took the notion further in order to contrast
and diﬀerentiate in a timely manner, verifying the contrast modiﬁcation at
diﬀerent points of time.
Two certain groups being contrasted in a certain point of time could have
just a few distinguishable features. Nothing guarantees that this relation be-
tween them has suﬀered a meaningful modiﬁcation somewhere in another pe-
riod either on the past or the future for a certain attribute or set of attributes.
This proposal pretends, essentially, to look up on this matter, understanding
and identifying the contrasts evolution along a deﬁned timeline bridging to-
gether the areas of CSM and TDM, each one proven valuable in obtaining
patterns of interest.
1.2 Objectives
The main goal of this thesis is set on proposing and developing a solution
for understanding group diﬀerence in a temporal-based dataset. However, in
order to accomplish the objective of contrasting in a timely manner, the devel-
opment of a new set of temporal patterns to deﬁne trends and phenomenons
that have occurred in the time window considered aﬀecting the set of CSs
found is a crucial requirement. This set of patterns will allow to detect and
point possible situations of interest that mark a signiﬁcant change in the con-
trast behaviour, potentially comprising highly valuable information for the
end user.
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Since these contrasts can suﬀer constant modiﬁcation at each period or
even remain unaltered, a form to evaluate its stability surge as a relevant mean
to globally deﬁne each contrast behaviour in the entire time window. This can
assume several trends: a legit accentuating or discarding factor depending on
what is sought, contrasts that take on a stable behaviour for most periods or
the opposite.
Not only what has been stated before is a fundamental goal of this pro-
posal, but the visualization of the results obtained is of the utmost signiﬁcance
as well. The results should be clear to someone who is going to analyse the
results obtained, and the form how they are presented assume a pivotal role
in that regard.
Eﬃciency and accuracy are relevant aims likewise. Any Data Mining
method performance either in terms of computational eﬀort, precision and
faithfulness of the results obtained, need to be confronted against datasets,
preferably with data from real contexts. This will allow to perceive the tech-
nique computational burden in regard to the dataset size and in terms of the
results obtained, facing them up against common knowledge of the context at
hand.
1.3 Document organization
In the next chapter, some of the most-known proposals from both CSM and
TDM are presented that, directly or indirectly, contributed with some ele-
ments for the development of the solution presented.
The proposal developed is described with detail in the third chapter. The
entire set of patterns and measures developed are exposed, always revealing
what typical situations they tend to identify and alert. The used and devel-
oped applications are exhibited as well as its functional objectives and how
4
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they are coupled in order to accomplish the task proposed.
In the next two chapters, two distinct case studies are presented, both
encompassing data from real-life scenarios. The results obtained in each case
will be the object of detailed analysis and faced against the context-related
knowledge, trying to understand some relations (or lack of) between con-
trasted groups, as well as interesting or surprising events.
In the last chapter, the conclusions come up where a global appreciation of
the proposal is done, debating its own limitations and possible improvements
as a form of future work.
5

Chapter 2
State of the Art
2.1 Association Rule Mining
Some authors refer this area as closely related to CSM (Bay & Pazzani, 2001;
Hilderman & Peckham, 2005). This problem is normally associated with cus-
tomers' buying patterns from retail data (known as Market-Basket data) and
it is formally stated as follows. LetA = {A1, A2, ..., An} be the set of attributes
called items. D is a set of transactions, where each transaction T contains a
vector of attribute-value pairs of the type A1 = V1, A2 = V2, ..., Am = Vm, and
Vi can only take a value from the domain {0,1}, where Vi = 1 represent that
the item i was purchased and Vi = 0 otherwise. The set of items associated
with each transaction, A ⊆ T , is called a itemset. To able to distinguish each
transaction, a transaction unique identiﬁer (TID) is given.
An example of Market-Basket data is present in Table 2.1, each transac-
tion is identiﬁed by its unique TID (5 in total), |A| = 3 and for example,
transactions with TID 2 & 4 represent a customer that purchased meat but
not eggs and milk.
Rules that are discovered take the form of X ⇒ Y , where X ⊂ A, Y ⊂ A
and X ∩Y = 0. X is the Left-Hand Side (LHS) of the rule, also known as the
7
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TID Eggs Milk Meat
1 1 1 0
2 0 0 1
3 1 1 1
4 0 0 1
5 1 1 1
Table 2.1: Small example of Market-Basket Data
antecedent while Y corresponds to the Right-Hand Side (RHS) or consequent.
The rules found have to satisfy some constraints, the most usual ones are
Conﬁdence and Support (Agrawal et al., 1993). Conﬁdence of a rule X ⇒ Y
is the percentage of transactions in D containing X that also contain Y , which
is the conditional probability of Y given X, i.e P (Y |X). Support represents
the coverage of items in D, the percentage of transactions that contain X and
Y . Others constraints have been proposed like lift (Berry & Linoﬀ, 1997), con-
viction (Brin, Motwani, Ullman, & Tsur, 1997), interest (Brin et al., 1997)
or improvement (Bayardo,Jr., Agrawal, & Gunopulos, 2000). Original asso-
ciation rules discovery (Agrawal et al., 1993) in this context outputs all rules
X ⇒ Y such that support ≥ minsup and confidence ≥ minconf where
minsup and minconf are user-deﬁned variables.
Regarding the data present in Table 2.1, one rule that could be derived (as-
suming the Minimum support (minsup) and Minimum conﬁdence (minconf)
constraints are met) as an example is:
(eggs = 1) & (milk = 1) => (meat = 1)
[sup = 0.4; conf = 0.66]
This can be read as: 40% of the whole population of consumers buy eggs,
milk and meat. Also, 66% of the transactions that include the purchase of
eggs and milk include meat. Alternatively this can be read as: 66% of the
sub-population who buys eggs and milk also buy meat. The numbers between
8
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brackets can easily be calculated because of the small size of the dataset used
as example. Support is 40% because two transactions out of ﬁve include
purchase of eggs, milk and meat and conﬁdence is 66% because just two
consumers who bought milk and eggs have also bought meat out of a universe
of three customers.
Some implementations have been proposed for ﬁnding Association Rules,
Apriori (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994; Agrawal et al., 1993) was the ﬁrst proposal
and consists of a two-step algorithm, ﬁrst ﬁnding all large itemsets (set of
items that occur frequently, i.e. meet minsup constraint) then builds rules
that contain the large itemsets found in the previous step. A later proposal,
FP-Tree (Han, Pei, & Yin, 2000) is an order of magnitude faster than Apriori
because it compresses the dataset in a condensed and compact data structure
that avoids some of the costly database scans. It uses a divide-and-conquer
strategy and a pattern fragment growth method that permits to be more
eﬃcient by avoiding the costly process of candidate generation and testing
used by Apriori. Other algorithms have also been proposed like Eclat (Zaki,
2000) and OPUS_Search (Webb, 1995).
2.2 Contrast Set Mining
Proposed for the ﬁrst time by Bay and Pazzani (1999), this problem was de-
ﬁned as having a goal of ﬁnding all contrast sets whose support diﬀer mean-
ingfully across groups. As referred in the last section, ARM usually deals with
market-basket data but for this problem the data model evolves to grouped
categorical data. The itemset concept present in Association rules can be
extended to contrast sets as deﬁned by Bay and Pazzani (1999):
Deﬁnition 1 Let A1, A2, ..., Ak be a set of k variables called attributes. Each
Ai can take on values from the set {Vi1, Vi2, ..., Vim}. Then a contrast-set is
9
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a conjunction of attribute-value pairs deﬁned on groups G1, G2, ..., Gn.
Example: (sex = male) ∧ (occupation = manager)
In this context, the support is considered in regard to the group and not
to the whole dataset, meaning that the support of a contrast set cs is the
percentage of examples in group G where the contrast set is true.
Formally, the objective is to ﬁnd all the contrast sets (cs) that meet the
following criteria:
∃ij P (cs|Gi) 6= P (cs|Gj) (2.1)
maxi,j|sup(cs,Gi)− sup(cs,Gj)| ≥ δ (2.2)
where δ is a user-deﬁned threshold named minimum support diﬀerence. These
two equations albeit diﬀerent represent the same goal, ﬁnding contrast sets
whose support diﬀer meaningfully across groups. Equation 2.1 guarantees that
the contrast set represent a true diﬀerence between at least a pair of groups
(i.e. the basis of a statistical test of meaningful) and equation 2.2 ensures that
only contrast sets whose diﬀerence is big enough to be considered relevant
are obtained. The contrast sets that Eq. 2.1 is statistically valid are called
signiﬁcant and those that met Eq. 2.2 are referred as large. If both criteria is
met, they are considered as deviations.
The problem of mining contrast sets is a tree search problem. The root
node is an empty contrast set and for each children one item is added to the
contrast set, so at level k of the tree we have all possible contrast sets that
contain k items. A small example is show in ﬁgure 2.1 with only two attributes
(A1 and A2) with two possible values for each one. A canonical ordering for
attributes is used (Riddle, Segal, & Etzioni, 1994) and that ensures that each
node is not visited twice. For that reason, nodes in level 1 that include A2
10
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Figure 2.1: Example of a search tree with two Attributes A1 = {V11, V12} and
A2 = {V21, V22} [Bay and Pazzani 1999]
don't have any children node in ﬁgure 2.1 (A1 is visited ﬁrst). It is easy to
imagine that for a real case there will be a lot of attributes and a considerable
set of possible values for each one contributing for the tree to grow exponential
in the number of Attribute-Value pairs making the traversal of the search space
very costly. Fortunately, pruning methods allow to reduce signiﬁcantly the
number of nodes needed to visit because the discarded (pruned) nodes will
not contain interesting discoveries.
These are the basis CSM concepts but there are speciﬁcities that vary from
each implementation and those will be dealt in the following subsections while
discussing speciﬁc algorithms.
2.2.1 STUCCO
Presented in the ﬁrst paper that introduced CSM (Bay & Pazzani, 1999),
Search and Testing for Understandable Consistent Contrasts (STUCCO) is
still widely used for mining CS. It is based on Max-Miner (Bayardo,Jr., 1998)
rule-discovery algorithm and uses a breadth-ﬁrst search framework.
In order to check for signiﬁcant contrast sets (Eq. 2.1) a statistical test
is required. The null hypothesis to be tested is: contrast set support is equal
across all groups. The support counts needed for this are organized in a 2×G
11
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contingency table where the row variable represent the truth of the contrast
set and the columns represent each group considered. Table 2.2 serves as an
example.
STUCCO uses a standard test for testing independence of variables in a
contingency table, the chi-square test. The statistic χ2 is calculated as follows:
χ2 =
r∑
i=1
c∑
j=1
(Oij − Eij)2
Eij
(2.3)
where Oij is the observed frequency count for the cell in row i and column j .
Eij is the expected frequency count in cell ij given independence of the row
and column variables and is calculated as follows: Eij =
∑
j Oij
∑
iOij/N
with N being the total number of observations. The result is then compared
to the distribution of χ2 when the null hypothesis is true.
Location=urban Location=rural
∑
row
Stress = high 194 355 549
¬(Stress = high) 360 511 871∑
column 554 866 1420
Table 2.2: Contingency table for example Stress× Location
A test α level has to be selected in order to check if the diﬀerences are
signiﬁcant. This choice sets the maximum probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it was in fact true and shouldn't have been rejected. Con-
sidering table 2.2, χ2 = 5.09 with 1 degree of freedom and a p-value of 0.024.
Since the p-value is less than the α = 0.05 (standard value for statistical tests),
it can be inferred that the null hypothesis is likely false and the conclusion
that arises is that contrast set support is not equal across all groups.
The α level sets the maximum probability of falsely rejecting the null
hypothesis for each test. In a case where multiple tests have to be applied,
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this probability quickly rises. Imagine, for example, a scenario where 2000
tests have to be performed, with α set as 0.05 we are expected to get 100 false
discoveries (2000×0.05) and that is clearly unacceptable. Incorrectly rejecting
the null hypothesis (concluding that a diﬀerence exists when it doesn't) is
known as a Type I error or false positive.
Type I Error probability can be controlled by using the Bonferroni in-
equality, that is deﬁned as follows: given any set of events e1, e2, ..., en, the
probability of their union (ei ∨ e2 ∨ ... ∨ en) is less than or equal to the sum
of the individual probabilities. Applied to hypothesis testing, we let ei be the
rejection of the ith hypothesis hi. Consequently, hi is rejected if pi ≤ αi where∑
αi ≤ α. Usually αi = α/n, where n is the total number of tests.
STUCCO uses a speciﬁc Bonferroni adjustment given by the following
equation:
αl = min(
α
2l
/|Cl|, αl−1) (2.4)
where αl is the cutoﬀ at level l and |Cl| is the number of candidates (number of
hypothesis evaluated) at level l. The minimum requirement ensures that the
α become smaller at each level, reducing the probability of false discoveries
at lower levels but it also decreases the number of contrast sets at these levels
(those with a signiﬁcant number of items).
Regarding pruning, STUCCO prunes away all nodes that are not devi-
ations. Nodes of the search tree are pruned based on some criteria (Bay &
Pazzani, 1999, 2001) when there's a guarantee that a node and its own subtree
won't contribute for ﬁnding deviations, for this reason they don't need to be
visited further.
Still, not all deviations are shown to the user as some of them are pruned
away. This is Interest Based Pruning (Bay & Pazzani, 2001) and involves
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the notion of what is considered interesting. CSs are not interesting when
they add no new information and this may happen when specializations of
the contrast set have the same support than its generalization. If the support
remains the same on both generalization and specialization, they will cover
the same instances in the database and having the same support in many
cases, represent trivial ﬁndings (Bay & Pazzani, 2001).
Algorithm 1 represent how STUCCO is implemented as shown by Bay and
Pazzani (2001).
input : data D
output: Dsurprising
Set of Candidates C ← {}1
Set of Deviations D ← {}2
Set of Pruned Candidates P ← {}3
Let prune(c) return true if c should be pruned4
while C is not empty do5
scan data and count support ∀c ∈ C6
foreach c ∈ C do7
if signiﬁcant(c) ∧ large(c) then D ← D ∪ c8
if prune(c) is true then P ← P ∪ c9
else10
Cnew ← Cnew∪ GenChildren(c,P)11
end12
C ← Cnew13
end14
Dsurprising ← FindSurprising(D)15
end16
Algorithm 1: STUCCO algorithm
14
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Last but not least, after determining which CS are interesting, it is pre-
sented to the user in the following form:
hours_per_week = ]20.6:40.2]
2880 857 161 | 0.537815 0.497388 0.389831
============================
d.f. chi^2 pvalue
2 38.37 4.65e-09
============================
This is a CS with just one item (hours per week) in a domain with 3
groups. In the second line there is the absolute and relative values of support
within each group and below the statistical values like degrees of freedom, χ2
statistic value and its p-value. This representation has a ﬂaw because it does
not show in which combination of groups there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
support.
2.2.2 CIGAR
Contrasting, Grouped Association Rules (CIGAR) was proposed by Hilder-
man and Peckham (2005) and is closely related to STUCCO approach to
mine CS from categorical data. Like STUCCO, CIGAR also wants to ﬁnd all
contrast set that meet Eq. 2.1 and 2.2 but adds three new constraints.
support(X,Gi) ≥ β (2.5)
correlation(X,Gi, Gj) ≥ λ (2.6)
|correlation(X,Gi, Gj)− correlation(child(X,Gi, Gj))| ≥ γ (2.7)
β is the user-deﬁned minimum support threshold, λ is the user-deﬁned min-
imum correlation threshold and γ is the user-deﬁned minimum correlation
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diﬀerence threshold. The CSs that meet Eq.2.5 are called frequent and those
who meet Eq.2.6 are called strong. The deviation concept is redeﬁned in
CIGAR because a deviation here is a CS that meets the ﬁrst four conditions.
The deviations that do not fulﬁl the last equation are spurious and pruned
away.
The basic strategy remains the same, ﬁnding all interesting deviations.
The search space is traversed and candidates generated in the same breadth-
ﬁrst, level wise manner. Signiﬁcant and large candidate sets are veriﬁed the
same way as STUCCO. Because of Eq.2.6 and 2.7, CIGAR needs to calculate
the correlation factor and that is obtained using the Phi correlation coeﬃcient
φ (Hilderman & Peckham, 2005) from the values present in the corresponding
contingency table. This coeﬃcient measures the relation between two vari-
ables and takes a value between -1 and 1. A value close to zero represents
that the two variables have no association and should be pruned away.
While STUCCO organized frequency counts in a 2 × G contingency ta-
bles, CIGAR breaks each one of these contingency tables into a series of 2× 2
contingency tables (the exact number being
 G
2
 where G is the number
of groups). This allows to distinguish between each exact groups the diﬀer-
ences in support occur as this is a much ﬁne-grained approach compared to
STUCCO.
Despite the Type I Error control present in STUCCO, the authors of
CIGAR decided not to control this. The reason behind that lies in the fact
that decreasing the probability of a Type I Error increases the probability
of Type II Error (accepting the null hypothesis when it was false) and this
kind of control decrease the chance of obtaining more speciﬁc contrasts sets
because of a smaller α at each level.
Pruning is obtained much like STUCCO strategy pruning away all non-
deviations candidate sets. One minor diﬀerence lies in Statistical Signiﬁcance
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pruning. Pruning every node where the expected frequencies are too small is
the strategy followed by STUCCO but that can mean a lost opportunity of
obtaining a interesting contrast set. To avoid this, CIGAR uses Yates' correc-
tion for continuity (Everitt, 1992) that provides a more conservative estimate
of the χ2 statistic and more accurate when the frequencies are considered
small.
Unfortunately, pseudo code and algorithm output were not revealed in the
paper that introduced CIGAR (Hilderman & Peckham, 2005).
2.2.3 Rules for Contrast Sets
RCS (P. J. Azevedo, 2010) is a proposal that makes uses of an existing asso-
ciation rule engine (P. Azevedo, 2012) redesigned to mine contrast sets that
are expressed in form of rules. Rules are known by their ease of interpretation
and expressive power making this representation easier to read than the one
STUCCO adopted. Like a frequent itemset algorithm, search space traver-
sal is performed in a depth-ﬁrst manner contrasting to other proposals like
STUCCO and CIGAR that do it in breadth-ﬁrst manner. This type of traver-
sal does not fully exploit the downward closure property of support (Agrawal
et al., 1993) but still leads to an eﬃcient rule-based algorithm (P. J. Azevedo,
2010).
CSs mined by this algorithm have to meet Eq.2.1 and 2.2. Although not
speciﬁcally introduced as a equation, the minsup criteria is also used here.
Gi Gj
∑
row
cs a b a + b
¬cs c d c + d∑
column a + c b + d n
Table 2.3: A generic Contingency table for two groups and a contrast set.
This implementation, like CIGAR, uses 2 × 2 contingency tables like the
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one present in table 2.3. As seen before, this allows to perceive between
which exactly groups the diﬀerences are signiﬁcant but unlike the previous
two proposals, a χ2 test is replaced by a Fisher-exact test that is directional
(one-sided) to determine if the frequencies observed are signiﬁcant. The p-
value is computed as follows:
p =
min(b,c)∑
i=0
(a+ b)!(c+ d)!(a+ c)!(b+ d)!
(a+ b+ c+ d)!(a+ i)!(b− i)!(c− i)!(d+ i)! (2.8)
Fisher exact-test has some advantages compared to χ2 test. Fisher is an
exact test and suitable for small samples, this way no Yates' correction is
needed. Being a directional test instead of a two-sided test that is the case of
χ2, a smaller p-value is generally obtained for datasets with 2 groups allowing
more patterns to be found within the same cut-oﬀ level(P. J. Azevedo, 2010).
The directionality of the test implies a slightly diﬀerent null hypothesis:
H0 : P (cs|Gi) ≤ P (cs|Gj) (2.9)
Because of this, instead of Eq. (2.1), ∃i, j P (cs|Gi) > P (cs|Gj) is used.
Even being slightly diﬀerent, the same principle applies as both derivations
still capture the same signiﬁcant patterns.
False discoveries are controlled diﬀerently than STUCCO. The layered
critical values (Webb, 2008) proposal is adapted for this context. The ad-
justment used in STUCCO (Bay & Pazzani, 2001) considers the number of
hypothesis evaluated rather than the size of the search space. That is, only
accounts for candidate patterns that met a set of constraints. However, can-
didates are the patterns most likely to pass the statistical test. Thus, the
critical value should be adjusted by the number of patterns from which those
to be tested are selected instead of the number of times the statistical test
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is applied. Work done by Webb (2007) introduces a form to calculate the
search space size before deriving any rule either with Market-Basket data or
Attribute-value data that is easily adapted to this scenario. This is shown
with more detail in these works (P. J. Azevedo, 2010; Webb, 2008).
RCS also diﬀer from STUCCO in pruning non-relevant rules. Relevance
pruning used here is more elaborate than the interest based pruning used in
STUCCO and relies on the premise that a specialization of a rule should only
be revealed to the user if it yields a signiﬁcant improvement. Fisher-exact test
is used here for this eﬀect and each candidate rule has to pass n statistical tests
where n is the number of generalizations of that rule including the contrast
set ∅.
input : dataset D, list of groups G, minsup ms, cutoﬀ α
output: ResultSet of contrast rules RS
Compute α′1, α
′
2, ..., α
′
n, for a supplied n or using number of1
frequent_items/attributes;
RS := ∅;2
foreach node i ∈ depth_first_search(D,ms) : sup(i) ≥ ms do3
foreach pair ga, gb ∈ G where sup(i, ga) >> sup(i, gb) do4
if Fisherpvalue(ga, gb, i, ∅) ≤ α′length(i) then5
if ∀ga >> gb ← cs ∈ RS :6
cs ⊂ i & Fisherpvalue(ga, gb, i, cs) ≤ α′length(i) then
RS := RS ∪ {ga >> gb ← i};7
end8
end9
end10
end11
Algorithm 2: (RCS) Rules for Contrast Sets.
Algorithm 2 shows how RCS mines the rules that describe contrast sets.
Line 1 represent the calculation of the layered critical values that will be used
for statistical tests each level of the search space. Line 3 shows the depth-ﬁrst
traversal of the search tree while checking only nodes whose support is higher
than minsup. Line 5 & 6 show the application of the Fisher-exact tests either
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for statistical signiﬁcance (Line 5) and relevance pruning (Line 6).
Rules that describe the CSs whose support diﬀer across groups are formally
organized as follows: G1 >> G2, ..., Gi >> Gj ← cs, where cs represents the
contrast set and Gi each group. The pairs Gi >> Gj indicate the direction
to where the support diﬀers (Gi has bigger support than Gj). Consider the
following example:
Gsup = 0.17191 | 0.04121 p = 1.1110878451E-017 education=Doctorate >> education=Masters
Gsup = 0.17191 | 0.01681 p = 3.0718399575E-040 education=Doctorate >> education=Bachelors
Sup(CS) = 0.03097 <--- workclass=State-gov &
class > 50K.
The rule is to be read as: the occurrence of the contrast set "working for
the state government and making an income of more than 50K" is signiﬁcantly
larger within people holding an PhD than a MSc. The same occurs between
PhD and BSc holders. Gsup refers to the support of the CS in the group
(for example, 17,91% of the PhD holders are State-Governers and have a
salary superior to 50,000) and Sup(CS) is the support of the CS in the entire
database. The p-value of the Fisher-exact test is also shown. This approach
is much more readable than STUCCO output because of the rule format and
because it is explicit which groups are involved and which direction occurs the
diﬀerence between those groups.
2.2.4 Related Work
Other relevant contributions to CSM that were not closely described before
include a technique presented by Wong and Tseng (2005) for describing con-
trast sets that can include the negation of each attribute-value pair and used it
for designing custom insurance programs. Webb et al. (2003) investigated the
use of CSM in a real case of retail sales. Other proposal COSINE (Simeon &
Hilderman, 2011), is a CSM algorithm that mines maximal contrast sets using
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a vertical representation of the database and deals with the discretization of
numeric values evolving from the concept of categorical data.
Emerging patterns (Dong & Li, 1999) is an association rules based ap-
proach to report diﬀerences among datasets. As it also seeks to ﬁnd diﬀer-
ences, it is a related topic of ﬁnding discrimination patterns. The pattern
ep is an Emerging Pattern if the growth_rate(ep) = sup1(ep)
sup2(ep)
≥ ρ, where ρ
is a user provided threshold. The Growth Rate serve as a measure to the
quality of each emerging pattern. This technique has been widely used in
bioinformatics, especially in microarray data analysis (Novak et al., 2009).
Subgroup mining can also be identiﬁed as a discrimination process and
was deﬁned as following (Klosgen, 1996): Given a population of individuals
and a property of those individuals that we are interested in, ﬁnd population
subgroups that are statistically most interesting, for example, are as large as
possible and have the most unusual statistical (distributional) characteristics
with respect to the property of interest. One example is (Jorge, Azevedo, &
0002, 2006) where numeric properties of interest are analysed instead of the
usual categorical data.
A survey of CSM, EP and SM (Novak et al., 2009) introduces a unifying
framework that with new terminology, task deﬁnitions and heuristics interre-
lates the three areas which can be seen as a single task of pattern discovery.
2.3 Temporal Data Mining
TDM is concerned with data mining of large sequential datasets (Laxman
& Sastry, 2006). Temporal data may be categorized in two main types: se-
quential data, a sequence composed by a series of nominal symbols from a
particular alphabet (Antunes & Oliveira, 2001) and time series data, also a
sequence but composed of continuous and real-valued element values where
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each event has uniform distance in the time window (Shahnawaz, Ranjan, &
Danish, 2011).
Time Series (TS) analysis date back longer than TDM. Stock market,
medical care or weather forecasting are examples of the most common prob-
lems studied by TS analysis (Laxman & Sastry, 2006) (Antunes & Oliveira,
2001). TDM, however, has a diﬀerent approach as the goals are somewhat
distinct.
The typical datasets used size diﬀer quite signiﬁcantly. TDMmethods need
to deal eﬃciently with datasets that hold a massive number of records. This
size is insupportable for typical TS modelling techniques like Autoregressive
Moving Average (ARMA) that employ much more computational eﬀort, tak-
ing hours or even days to fully execute. Besides this, sequential data, which
is commonly present in these datasets, renders this type of TS techniques
inapplicable.
Another element that distinguishes these two approaches is the type of
information that is expected to be obtained or extracted from their usage. TS
analysis is usually related to forecasting and regression analysis while in TDM,
there are diﬀerent techniques used for prediction, but also for pattern mining,
classiﬁcation, clustering among others which composes a broader analysis,
suited for distinct situations with diﬀerent objectives.
Since the focus of this dissertation relies on the detection of trends and
patterns, the techniques and notions presented in the next sections are solely
related to pattern discovery.
2.3.1 Sequence mining
To put it bluntly, sequence mining seeks to unearth all patterns of interest
(Shahnawaz et al., 2011) from sequential data. To discover such patterns in
a sequence of events, three steps are usually associated with this approach
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(Antunes & Oliveira, 2001):
1. Representation and modelling: Temporal data is transformed into a
suitable form;
2. Similarity measure: Deﬁnition of similarity measures between sequences;
3. Mining Operation: Application of models and representations to the
actual problem;
The general problem of sequence mining was stated by Pujari (2001) as:
Deﬁnition 2 Let
∑
= {i1, i2, ..., im} be a set of distinct items comprising the
alphabet. An event is a non-empty, disordered collection of items denoted as
(i1, i2, ..., ik) where ij is an item in
∑
. A sequence s = {t1, t2, ..., tn} is an
ordered set of events.
GSP algorithm
Work developed by Agrawal et al. (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995) is arguably seen
as the birth of TDM ﬁeld and is basically an extension of the original ARM
framework proposed for a database containing a set of unordered transactions
known as the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal et al., 1993), brieﬂy seen in section
2.1.
This sequential pattern mining framework keeps the notion of frequent
itemsets like in Apriori except they now have a temporal order associated to
them. The unordered set of transactions that composed the database used in
Apriori gives place to a new database with a timestamp associated to each
single transaction. The transactions of each single costumer are a sequence of
itemsets ordered by time.
A sequence a = {a1, a2, ..., an} is contained in another sequence b =
{b1, b2, ..., bn} if there exists integers i1 < i2 < ... < in such that a1 ⊆
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b1, a2 ⊆ b2, ..., an ⊆ bn. For example, the sequence {(1), (2 3)} is contained in
{(9), (1 4), (2 3 5), (8)} since (1) ⊆ (1 4) and (2 3) ⊆ (2 3 5). But, the sequence
{(1), (2)} is not contained in {(1 2)}. The former represents a situation where
products 1 and 2 were bought on separate occasions, while the latter repre-
sents both products being bought at the same time. A given sequence s is
maximal if s is not contained in any other sequence.
The support for any sequence, s, is the fraction of total customer trans-
actions which contain s (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995). The problem at hand,
for mining sequential patterns, is to ﬁnd the maximal sequences from the
set of sequence that meet the minsup constraint (large sequence). Each such
maximal sequence represents a sequential pattern.
Considering the database represented in table 2.4 as a set of customer
sequences, if minsup is set to 20% (i.e. minimum support of two customers),
the sequences {(3), (9)} (supported by customers 1 and 4) and {(3), (4 7)}
(customers 2 and 4) are maximal and meet the support constraint. Thus,
they are the sequential patterns sought. Some sequences like {(3)} and {(4 7)},
although having minimum support, are not sequential patterns as they are not
maximal.
Customer ID Customer Sequence
1 {(3), (9)}
2 {(1 2), (3), (4 6 7)}
3 {(3 5 7)}
4 {(3), (4 7), (9)}
5 {(9)}
Table 2.4: Example of a Customer-Sequence Database
The Generalized Sequential Pattern (GSP) algorithm makes multiple data
passes (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996). First, all sequences of length 1 (1-sequences)
are counted. From the frequent items, the candidate set of 2-sequences is
formed with another pass done in order to count their frequency. The fre-
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quent 2-sequences generate the candidate sequences with length 3 and so on
until there are no more frequent sequences found. The algorithm is essentially
comprised of two main steps (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996):
• Candidate Generation: From the set of (k−1)-frequent sequences F (k−
1), the candidate set for the next pass is generated by the union of
F (k − 1) with itself.
• Support Counting: An usual hash tree-based search is employed for eﬃ-
ciently counting the frequency of the sequences with the goal of removing
the non-maximal ones.
A pseudo-code representation of the algorithm is visible in Algorithm 3.
input : Database D
output: ResultSet of all frequent sequences RS
k = 2;1
RS = ∅;2
F1 = set of frequent sequences of length 1;3
while F (k − 1) ! = NULL do4
Generate candidate sets Ck;5
foreach sequence s : database D do6
Increment count of all a in Ck if s supports a;7
Fk = {a ∈ Ck such that its frequency exceeds the threshold};8
k = k + 1;9
end10
RS = ∪kFk;11
end12
Algorithm 3: GSP algorithm
SPADE
Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalence Classes (SPADE) was pro-
posed by Zaki (2001) to eﬃciently discover sequential patterns especially by
avoiding the repeated database scans used by GSP. The databases passes are
reduced to only three outperforming GSP by a factor of two (Zaki, 2001).
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It uses a vertical database representation where each list is associated to
each item. This representations allows for enumerating all frequent sequences
through temporal joins. SPADE uses a bottom-up approach generating all
frequent sequences while moving up the lattice by using some eﬃcient search
techniques and taking advantage of some properties that are guaranteed by
the lattice hierarchy.
SPIRIT
Sequential Pattern Mining with Regular Expression Constraints (SPIRIT) is a
sequence mining algorithm (Garofalakis, Rastogi, & Shim, 1999) that gives the
user a chance to specify constraints in the form of Regular Expressions (REs).
These REs provide a simple a natural syntax and they have plenty expressive
power to specify a wide range of interesting, non-trivial patterns constraints
(Garofalakis et al., 1999).
Not all frequent sequences are mined from a speciﬁc database D, just
those who beside being frequent, all of its subsequences satisfy the set of
constraints speciﬁed C. This set of constraints will allow to reduce the volume
of potentially useless results and by implication the computational burden that
is eased by discarding a considerable number of candidate sequences which do
not match the REs provided.
2.3.2 Frequent episodes
Another approach for unearthing temporal patterns is the frequent episode
discovery framework (Mannila, Toivonen, & Inkeri Verkamo, 1997). In this
framework, the objective is to ﬁnd temporal patterns (designated here as
episodes) that appear a suﬃcient number of times from the event sequences
given.
Manilla et al. (1997) applied the framework in a telecommunication alarm
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setting. The main objective was to ﬁnd relationships between alarms from the
discovered episodes in order to better explain the problems that cause alarms
to ﬁre and to predict severe faults.
The sequence of events composes the input provided. Each event has an
associated time of occurrence. Given a set E of event types, an event is a pair
(A, t) where A ∈ E and t is the time of the event. An event sequence s on
E is 3-tuple (s, Ts, Te), where s = {(A1, t1), (A2, t2), ..., (An, tn)} is an ordered
sequence of events such that Ai ∈ E for all i = 1, ..., n, and ti ≤ ti+i for all
i = 1, ..., n − 1. Ts represents the starting time and Te the ending time with
TS ≤ ti < Te for all i = 1, ..., n.
The concept of interest for a frequent episode is given by how close in time
the events of an episode must arise. The user is able to deﬁne the width of
the time window within the episode must occur. Formally stated, a window
on an event sequence s = (s, Ts, Te) is an event sequence w = (w, ts, te),
where ts < Te and te > Ts, and w consists of those pairs (A, t) from s where
ts ≤ t < te. The time elapsed te− ts is designated as the width of the window
w.
An episode is a partially ordered collection of events occurring together
(Mannila et al., 1997) and can be described by directed acyclic graphs. De-
pending on the partial order of the set of nodes, an episode can be either
parallel, serial or injective. When specifying sequential patterns, the notion of
containment was deﬁned. In here, there is a similar idea but designated as
subepisodes.
β is a subepisode of α if all the event types in β appear in α as well, and if
the partial order on the event types are the same for each corresponding event
type in both episodes. For example, (A → C) is a subepisode of the serial
episode (A → B → C).
The notion of frequency of an episode assume a similar meaning as support.
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It is deﬁned as the fraction of all ﬁxed-width sliding windows over the data in
which the episodes occurs at least once (Mannila et al., 1997).
Algorithm 4 shows an high-level representation of the proposed algorithm
named WINEPI. The findFreqEp performs a breadth-ﬁrst search in a level
manner in the set of episodes  following the subepisode relation in order to
obtain all frequent episodes.
input : Set of event types E, an event sequence s, a set of episodes ,
window width w, a frequency threshold minfr, conﬁdence
threshold minconf
output: Episode rules that hold in s with respect to win, minfr and
minconf
/* Find frequent episodes */1
F = findFreqEp(s, win,minfr);2
foreach episode α : F do3
foreach subepisode β : α do4
if fr(α)/fr(β) ≥ minconf then5
Output the rule β → α with a conﬁdence of fr(α)/fr(β);6
end7
end8
end9
Algorithm 4: WINEPI algorithm
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented some of the research that has already been performed
on either ﬁeld of CSM and TDM. Some Data Mining algorithms that are
able to detect discrimination patterns and to extract temporal patterns have
been introduced. RCS is going to be the starting point of the proposal and
it is intended to bring to the table the readability already given by the rules'
syntax beside the detection of all signiﬁcant CSs present in the data.
Next chapter, the whole proposal is presented step by step stating each
application mission with the set of temporal patterns developed, how they are
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extracted and exactly which kind of information it is pretended to be revealed
by each one of them.
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Proposal
The proposal can be summed up in a 3-step process that occur in a serialized
manner. Figure 3.1 represents the whole process and how each individual step
is related, showing the output that is produced at each stage which serves as
input for the next step.
RCS is the ﬁrst operator in the chain. It is the algorithm included in
CAREN (P. Azevedo, 2012) for discovering CSs in any given dataset. This
will be used in order to obtain the contrasts at each observation (single period
of time considered). Having individual datasets for each period, it will be
executed as many times as the number of periods. For each execution, an
Comma-separated values (CSV) output ﬁle that contains all the contrasts
found and related information like group support values, p-values, among
others will be produced.
Figure 3.1: Process overview
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PPCS was developed in order to process the set of output ﬁles produced
by RCS at each period and to yield the temporal patterns that occur in them.
The results are then printed out to the screen or written to a text ﬁle. An
additional ﬁle is produced in order to be used by the PPCS Viewer.
The Viewer emerges as an optional but recommended manner to interpret
the output given in the last step. Due to fact that there is some inability
to interpret the results given in a textual format (at least not in an easy
and intuitive manner), a graphical tool (Viewer) was developed in order to
surpass those diﬃculties. It makes use of graphical representations like His-
tograms, ﬁltering and searching features that signiﬁcantly improve readability
and increase the user interactivity.
3.1 Rules for Contrast Sets
This algorithm has already been introduced in section 2.2.3 and it has been
explained in detail how contrasts are derived, which techniques are applied
and how to interpret the results given. In here, there is a shift to another
perspective and RCS is seen as a part of the process.
It is assumed that each period of time to be considered consists of one
single dataset. That implies that some pre-processing might be necessary in
order to break down a single dataset in parts according to the temporal unit
that is selected (day, month, year, decade, etc.). For example, if there is a
dataset with the transactions of a company in one speciﬁc year and a monthly
approach is decided as the time unit of interest, then the dataset is required
to be split in twelve parts, one for each month.
Refer to section A.1 for speciﬁc information on CAREN usage and options
provided for the task at hand. It is crucial to guarantee that each CAREN
execution is done with the same parameters for all periods and the results are
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exported to the required .csv format.
Using CAREN for discovering CS is of major beneﬁt since it is easy to
use, portable and allows knowledge extraction in a friendly format with one
contrast per line.
3.2 Post-processing Contrast Sets
Let's proceed by describing how to expand the CSM into a Temporal Data
Mining task. First, the temporal patterns introduced by this proposal will be
addressed, their intents and how valuable can they be in a real-life scenario.
Other parts that compose this extension and the underlying decisions that
were taken will be exposed as well.
Details regarding the implementation like how is data collected and main-
tained in memory, how patterns are discovered and organized are object of
some scrutiny.
To close up the section, we check up on how results are shown and discuss
its pros and cons, setting up the motivation for the development of another
piece of software and last part of the process - the Viewer.
3.2.1 Comparing Contrast Sets from diﬀerent periods
Despite being a self-suﬃcient form of rule, CSs require that a measure of
interest is deﬁned. This will enable the contrast comparison from diﬀerent
periods and will be able to contribute for patterns ﬁnding. That measure
would ideally capture the contrast own strength at each period. Its evolution
along the timeline would reveal if that speciﬁc contrast got "stronger" or
instead got "weaker".
The support of a CS was the ﬁrst approach in trying to obtain this mea-
sure. However, it was deemed insuﬃcient since it only provides the antecedent
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representation in the dataset and no description about the groups being con-
trasted. There can be a contrast in which there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
the groups being contrasted even with a low support and the opposite can
happen too (i.e. an high support could yield only a small diﬀerence between
the contrasting groups).
The support of a CS was not the answer for the problem but it gave a
nice hint to solve the issue. By justifying how the support of a Contrast Set
was not a good solution, it contributed to focus in what it seemed the right
direction: diﬀerence between groups in contrast.
Other measures could be considered like the number of observations of each
group and their own support. The number of observations is not ideal since
it is always dependent on dataset size. A diﬀerence of a hundred observations
in the groups is signiﬁcant if the dataset being used has a small size but that
kind of diﬀerence might be insigniﬁcant in a large dataset with millions of
entries. Support values for each group are relative values (proportions) and
do not suﬀer from that issue.
Supdif remains as the only and obvious choice and it indeed answers suc-
cessfully the questions posed before. It can act as a measure of interest to
gauge the strength of a contrast (bigger the diﬀerence, stronger the contrast).
Observations regarding how the contrast evolved along the time can be done
with ease and some patterns involving this notion will be presented next.
3.2.2 Patterns of interest
From the contrasts present at each single point of time, the goal is to ﬁnd
patterns that can somehow express how some contrast has evolved along time.
Those results are presented in the form of temporal patterns.
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Growth and Shrink
The ﬁrst patterns relate to the widening and narrowing of the support diﬀer-
ence of the involved groups in consecutive periods. The issue here revolves
around the quantiﬁcation of how much does the contrast needs to grow or
shrink to consider it a signiﬁcant change. It is clearly dependent on the con-
text involved. A 1% growth might be very signiﬁcant in one scenario but
absolutely meaningless in another one. This deﬁnitely imposes the require-
ment of some input from the user which should be able to discern the adequate
value due to its context knowledge.
This threshold is called the Signiﬁcant diﬀerence (sigdif) and operates
much like support and conﬁdence. If the diﬀerence from one period to the
next is greater (in module) than the sigdif value then the variation is deemed
as signiﬁcant and should be reported.
With this threshold, the ﬁrst two patterns appear and they are called
Growth and Shrink. They are the dual of each other with the ﬁrst referring
to the situation when some contrast has its Support diﬀerence between con-
trasted groups (supdif) grow bigger than the sigdif value from the period N
to the period N + 1 whereas the second is the exact opposite.
Consider this example with one contrast appearing in two consecutive
periods represented in temporal order:
1) Obs = 000657 | 000541 Gsup = 0.78308 | 0.36019
p = 1.3948317823E-089 phi = 0.40569 pos=C >> pos=G
Sup(CS) = 0.53962 <--- 3p%=[0 : 0.10]
2) Obs = 000687 | 000305 Gsup = 0.76080 | 0.16433
p = 9.4731979393E-209 phi = 0.58324 pos=C >> pos=G
Sup(CS) = 0.39741 <--- 3p%=[0 : 0.10]
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Let's assume we are dealing with a 0.05 sigdif threshold. Next, we need to
calculate the supdif for each period:
• Supdif (p1): 0.78308− 0.36019 = 0.42289
• Supdif (p2): 0.76080− 0.16433 = 0.59647
The supdif value has increased and in this case, we are facing a Growth
pattern because it has grown 0,17358 [Supdif(p2)−Supdif(p1)] which is over
the sigdif threshold deﬁned. If these two contrasts swapped their temporal
order, we would be seeing a Shrink pattern instead.
These two patterns assume a important role, because they alert the end-
user to a relevant spike in a contrast by moving to the next period. This change
highlight that the groups being contrasted suﬀered some kind of modiﬁcation
for that speciﬁc antecedent and that change might be potentially useful for
the end-user. This might help to locate some speciﬁc contextual phenomenon
that occurred at that time and thus enable him to establish some possible
relation of cause-eﬀect.
Spring Up and Fade Out
After Growth and Shrink patterns, two other patterns came up one opposite
to another, much like the two listed above. This time, the sigdif value and
concept is not present but instead the goal here solely involves the appearance
and disappearance of a contrast along the time line.
For example, let's imagine that a contrast is found for period N and N +2
but not for period N + 1. This "hole" should immediately make the analyst
query what happened at that moment and getting to know exactly why there
is no contrast might entail strategical and valuable information.
From the period N to period N + 1 we face the disappearance of the
contrast and to that kind of pattern the designation Fade Out was selected.
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That same contrast arises again from period N+1 to period N+2, an example
of an occurrence of a Spring Up.
Flip
The last pattern is the Flip, and the name selected is well representative of
its nature because of the "180o turn" notion that this pattern entails. Let's
consider that for some antecedent there are two groups being contrasted, A
and B. At some point in time, the contrast A >> B exists but a few periods
later this contrast disappears and gives place to B >> A. Hence the name
Flip because the contrast was turned around.
Due to its speciﬁc nature, the Flip was the less frequent temporal pattern.
Nonetheless, it is as important as the other patterns since it identiﬁes speciﬁc
situations that even being less frequent might bring information as signiﬁcant
as the information revealed by the other patterns.
Table 3.1 summarizes all the patterns introduced in this section.
Table 3.1: Summary of Temporal patterns introduced
Pattern Description
Growth
From one period to the next the sigdif of a contrast
grows more than the threshold deﬁned
Shrink
From one period to the next the sigdif of a contrast
shrinks more than the threshold deﬁned
Spring Up
A contrast appears in a period when it was not
present in the preceding one
Fade Out
A contrast disappears in a period after being present
in the preceding period
Flip
Contrast that swapped its directionality along the
time line considered
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3.2.3 Stability measure
Apart from the patterns developed and presented in section 3.2.2, the lack of a
global mean to evaluate a contrast motivated the development of this measure.
The patterns introduced with exception of Flip operate in consecutive periods
(i.e. locally) and do not allow to categorize or obtain the general behaviour
of a speciﬁc contrast in its whole lifetime.
The existence of a numerical value that could gauge the variability of a
contrast would provide an easy and intuitive manner to understand without
getting into details how the contrast evolved, if it was object to frequent
abrupt changes or instead if it has remained relatively stable in all considered
periods.
This measure can also hold value for the user as a factor in discarding some
contrasts. That is obviously dependent on his intents. let's imagine stable
contrasts are not what he is currently seeking. Hence, contrasts patterns that
do not yield a signiﬁcant variation are discarded.
To achieve its purpose, this stability measure will be based on the following
two premisses:
• The maximum score or value will be given to a contrast that appeared
in all the periods considered and did not suﬀer any signiﬁcant variations
(no Growth or Shrink patterns);
• Any pattern found will contribute to lower the score since they translate
signiﬁcant variations that aﬀect what we consider contrast stability;
The proposed formula for this measure that abides by the remarks stated
above is the following:
Stability =
T − P
2
N − 1 (3.1)
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N represents the number of periods considered. T stands for the number
of consecutive periods with contrasts found. P is the number of Growth and
Shrink patterns found in the whole time line.
In the denominator, N − 1 simply represents the number of transitions
present in the periods considered. Best case scenario, T = N − 1, which
means a contrasts has been found for every single period. Thus, it becomes
evident that Stability varies from 0 to 1. If there are never two contrasts found
in consecutive periods then T = 0. Consequently Stability = 0, which seems
adequate since there is absolutely no consistency as contrasts that appear in
one period immediately disappear in the next one.
Let's now check the premises stated. For the ﬁrst one, we know that
maximum score possible is 1. If there is a contrast for each single period,
then T = N − 1, if there is no Shrink or Growth patterns found then P = 0
so the formula simpliﬁes to T/(N − 1). However, since the numerator and
denominator represent exactly the same value, one is obtained as expected.
The second premise is also fulﬁlled as Growth and Shrink patterns are
subtracted from the T variable by a factor of 0.5, punishing the variations
in supdif. Fade Outs and Spring Ups are not explicitly considered in this P
variable. Nevertheless, they are aﬀecting the score as the contrast is appearing
and disappearing, thus aﬀecting T .
Let's verify this concept in the following example, with a sigdif of 2:
Antecedent: dwage = 2
Contrast: sex=”female” >> sex=”male”
Period 1 (2002) : Not found!
Period 2 (2003) : Supdif -> 0,70
Period 3 (2004) : Supdif -> 0,78
Period 4 (2005) : Supdif -> 1,13
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Period 5 (2006) : Supdif -> 2,26
Period 6 (2007) : Supdif -> 2,60
Period 7 (2008) : Supdif -> 3,22
Period 8 (2009) : Supdif -> 5,76
Patterns:
- Spring Up from period 1 (2002) to period 2 (2003).
- Growth from period 7 (2008) to period 8 (2009) with a
difference of 2,54
In this example N − 1 = 7, H = 6 because there is no contrast at the ﬁrst
period and since there is one Growth pattern, P = 1. Applying the formula
we get:
Stability =
6− 1
2
7
=⇒ Stability = 0, 79 (2 decimal places) (3.2)
3.2.4 Implementation
In this section, the principal decisions taken for the development of PPCS,
the middle block in ﬁgure 3.1, will be described from the reading of CAREN
output ﬁles until the results ﬁle produced by this application.
Java was chosen due to its portability, multi-threading capabilities, easy
of use and clear Application Programming Interface (API) for Collections and
ﬁle I/O. Furthermore, this option provides a smooth coupling with CAREN,
also a Java based software.
The application can be summarized in a high-level, simpliﬁed pseudo-code
listed in algorithm 5:
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input : ﬁles F , sigdif S
output: results R
R := ∅;1
D := ∅;2
validateUserInput();3
foreach file ∈ F do4
D += insertIntoDataStructure(file);5
end6
foreach antecedent ∈ D do7
R += ﬁndFlip(antecedent);8
foreach contrast ∈ antecedent do9
R += ﬁndPatterns(antecedent, contrast, S);10
R += calculateStability(antecedent, contrast);11
end12
end13
Return R;14
Algorithm 5: PPCS pseudo-code
The set of ﬁles (F ) produced by CAREN will be read and its contents in-
serted into the data structure. Then, the list of antecedents (A) and contrasts
(C) will be traversed in order to ﬁnd Patterns and calculate Stability. This
algorithm has a time complexity of Θ(|F |+ |A| × |C|).
Multi-threaded environment and data structure
Multiple ﬁles, each one with a great number of contrasts constitute a problem
with considerable size. This requires an adequate approach to ensure the best
response time is achieved.
Multi-threaded programs that are properly designed make better use of
resources available, reducing computation time and improving performance
as long as the program logic can be split in threads that execute concurrently
(Goetz & Peierls, 2006).
By having a thread triggered to process each ﬁle, performance can be
increased several times by making use of all available resources which could not
be achieved by a serial application. The only drawback besides a more complex
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Figure 3.2: Representation of the data structure used by PPCS
programming model is that the data structure selected to hold all information
has to be properly synchronized to avoid the well-known concurrency problems
like deadlock or starvation.
Data structure selection assumes a crucial importance as it will encom-
pass a great number of contrasts. An important requirement is to obtain a
fast access, retrieval and insertion of information. The atomic unit that will
compose the data structure is the Contrast class, which has a speciﬁc contrast
information plus the period it originates from.
With help from the Java Collection Framework (JCF), a data structure was
obtained and and it is represented by ﬁgure 3.2. Each atomic unit represents
a period and is indexed by antecedent and contrast, much like two layers of
indirection which organized them in their natural hierarchy.
One major advantage of this data structure relies in the organization of the
contrasts. For certain tasks it is required to access all contrasts that share the
same antecedent (for example, for ﬁnding Flips). For others it is only needed
the data present for one speciﬁc antecedent and contrast. this situation will
be made clear when we approach the pattern ﬁnding stage in a section below.
This hierarchy organises the data collected and enables a fast retrieval
since we can get to any contrast by having the antecedent and contrast strings
combination and that is achieved in constant time Θ(1). The insertion is also
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done in constant time as well for the Collection used (HashMap (Java Platform
SE 6), 2011).
The only issue is that neither of the Collections used are synchronized
and due to the multi-threading scenario envisioned we need to guarantee that
concurrency pitfalls are avoided and no data is lost despite many threads
accessing and inserting in this shared resource. Locking is one synchronization
solution but requires some careful thought on exactly what needs to be locked
and in which situations.
Locking the whole data structure would make insertion serialized and only
one thread would be inserting at a time but due to the data structure orga-
nization and hierarchy we can have a ﬁner grain. Threads inserting data at
diﬀerent places of the data structure (contrasts with diﬀerent antecedents for
example) do not aﬀect each other and should be allowed to insert at the same
time. The code ran by each thread for insertion is listed in listing 3.1 where
the variable list is our data structure.
Listing 3.1: Code for inserting into the data structure
public void add(String ant, String cons, Contrast r)
{
HashMap<String, ArrayList<Contrast>> lr = null;
ArrayList<Contrast> ar = null;
// Insertion of new antecedent
synchronized(list)
{
if(!list.containsKey(ant))
{
lr = new HashMap<String, ArrayList<Contrast>>();
list.put(ant, lr);
}
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}
if(lr == null) lr = list.get(ant);
//Insertion of new contrast
synchronized(lr)
{
if(!lr.containsKey(cons))
{
ar = new ArrayList<Contrast>();
lr.put(cons,ar);
}
}
if(ar == null) ar = lr.get(cons);
// Insertion of new period for existing contrast and
antecedent
synchronized(ar)
{
ar.add(r);
}
}
Three synchronized blocks appear in the code, and no more than one
thread is allowed to execute inside one of this blocks at once. To check if an
antecedent is already present we need to lock the whole structure and that is
the more restrictive lock used. That has to be done in order to avoid a race
condition when two (or more threads) want to insert the same antecedent (the
one that executes later would overwrite the ﬁrst one and data would be lost).
Similar scenario occurs when inserting the same contrast by diﬀerent threads
but in here it is only required to lock the inner HashMap and threads that
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insert in other spaces of the data structure can execute at will and are not
blocked. The insertion of a new period in an already existent antecedent and
contrast, requires the ArrayList to be locked for insertion. This method of
locking is thread-safe (can be executed by multiple threads) and no data is
lost.
Processing and pattern ﬁnding
After loading the all the data into the data structure. Mining for temporal
patterns can occur by multiple processing threads.
Each thread will be responsible for the set of periods that share the same
antecedent and contrast and will discover all patterns that emerge from that
contrast (except Flip which is done at antecedent level). Stability is calculated
along this process. The main thread will wait for all its child threads to
stop execution and collect all the results from them, starting to construct the
output according to user directives.
Flip ﬁnding, which diﬀers from other patterns, is performed at each an-
tecedent in the main thread of execution and is achieved using some string
comparison. The listing 3.2 contains the code responsible for that task.
Listing 3.2: Code for ﬁnding Flips
// Searches for flips in the antecedent given by parameter
// type -> 0 (-flips mode) || type -> 1 (-full mode)
public int checkFlip(String a, int type)
{
Set<String> aux1;
// Set of contrast strings that share this antecedent
aux1 = rules.getLista().get(a).keySet();
String [] ret = new String[aux1.size()];
aux1.toArray(ret);
// If there is only one contrast, no flips can happen
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if(ret.length < 2) return 0;
// Will compare all the strings combinations for flips
for (int i = 0; i < ret.length - 1; i++)
{
for(int j = i + 1; j < ret.length; j++)
{
// Checks if one string is the opposite of another
if(isFlip(ret[i],ret[j]))
{
printFlip(type,ret[i],ret[j],a);
return 1;
}
}
}
return 0;
}
The contrasts from the speciﬁc antecedent are extracted and then checked
whether there is one opposite pair. In the positive case, the printFlip function
is called which is responsible for building the output with regard to the -mode
ﬂag.
It is important to highlight that one opposite pair of contrasts might con-
tribute with more than one Flip pattern. The A >> B contrast might become
B >> A which is one Flip but that B >> A contrast might revert back again
to A >> B in a future period and that is already another distinct Flip. Con-
sequently, the printFlip recursively ﬁnds all the Flips and arranges the output
accordingly.
For the remaining four patterns, the thread will iterate over the contrast
periods discovering them along the way. The listing 3.3 shows how Growths
and Shrinks patterns are found.
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Listing 3.3: Code for ﬁnding Growths and Shrinks
int ord_sd = 0; double supdifant = 0.00;
double supdifcur = 0.00;
for(Contrast r : al)
{
// It’s the immediate next period
if(ord_sd == r.getOrd()-1)
{
// If it’s the first period
if(ord_sd == 0)
{
ord_sd = 1;
supdifant = r.getGsup1()-r.getGsup2();
}
// If not
else
{
// There was a contrast in the previous period
if(supdifant != 0)
{
supdifcur = r.getGsup1()-r.getGsup2();
// Growth
if(supdifcur - supdifant >= sigdif)
{
pat = buildPatternGS("Growth", ord_sd, supdifcur-
supdifant);
patterns.add(pat);
sdifs++;
}
else
// Shrink
if(Math.abs(supdifcur - supdifant) >= sigdif)
{
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pat = buildPatternGS("Shrink", ord_sd, supdifcur-
supdifant);
patterns.add(pat);
sdifs++;
}
supdifant = supdifcur;
ord_sd++;
}
}
}
// It was not the immediate period after
else
{
supdifant = r.getGsup1()-r.getGsup2();
ord_sd = r.getOrd();
}
} // end of for cycle
This code cycles the whole periods found for a speciﬁc antecedent and
contrast and ﬁnds the Growth and Shrink patterns with help from the vari-
ables: ord_sd (order of last found period), supdifant (supdif from the last
period found) and supdifcur (supdif from the current period). These patterns
only occur when two consecutive periods are present. In that case, supdif is
checked against the threshold and in the positive case a pattern is found an
added to the pattern list.
To discover Spring Ups and Fade Outs, all atomic instances that share the
same antecedent and contrast are visited. A few tests are done in order to
ﬁnd the patterns. Spring Ups are the easier case, since we ﬁnd one every time
there is a contrast in a period which did not occurred in the previous one.
ord_su variable permits to track that.
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For Fade Outs we need to ﬁnd gaps in between the periods. After ﬁnding
one a contrast in a period, there is a Fade Out whenever a period or more
with no contrasts occur. This is done using found_fo ﬂag and ord_fo to keep
track of the period expected to come next. Comparing this to the next period
allow us to discover if there is in fact a Fade Out at that moment. Listing 3.4
shows how the code to extract these patterns.
Listing 3.4: Code for ﬁnding Spring Ups and Fade Outs
int ord_su = 0; int ord_fo = 1;
int found_fo = 0;
for(Contrast r : al)
{
// Springs Ups
// It’s the next period (or first) -> No Spring Up!
if(ord_su == r.getOrd()-1)
{
ord_su++;
}
// No contrast in previous period -> Spring Up!
else
{
ord_su = r.getOrd();
pat = buildPatternSUFO("Spring Up", ord_su);
patterns.add(pat);
}
// Fade Outs
// It’s the next period (or first) -> No Fade Out!
if(ord_fo == r.getOrd())
{
ord_fo++; found_fo=1;
}
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else
{
// If a contrast has been found before but has now
disappeared -> Fade Out!
if(found_fo!=0)
{
pat = buildPatternSUFO("Fade Out", ord_fo-1);
patterns.add(pat);
ord_fo = r.getOrd()+1;
}
// First contrast to be found
else
{
found_fo = 1;
ord_fo = r.getOrd()+1;
}
}
}
// If there has been no contrasts in the last periods -> Fade
Out!
if(found_fo == 1 && ord_fo <= num_max_rules)
{
pat = buildPatternSUFO("Fade Out", ord_fo-1);
patterns.add(pat);
}
Note that described patterns are found in a single for loop (thread exe-
cution is O(N) in the number of periods). The code has been split for each
pattern for the sake of simplicity. Some controlling code has been omitted as
well like checking the mode ﬂag to avoid ﬁnding unnecessary patterns.
The last task performed by each thread is to calculate each contrast sta-
bility. Method calcStab() implements this calculation. Since this calculation
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requires the number of patterns found, it is only computed at the end of the
process.
Listing 3.5: Code for calculating Stability
// Stability calculation
public double calcStab()
{
double stab = 0.0;
// sdifs contains the number of patterns found by this thread
double sdifs_r = sdifs / 2;
// in_a_row -> number of consecutive periods with contrasts
found
stab = in_a_row - sdifs_r;
stab = stab / (num_max_rules - 1);
return stab;
}
3.2.5 Output and results
After all threads ﬁnish processing, all patterns found are extracted from their
respective threads and the output is constructed depending on the parameters
set by the user.
The -out ﬂag speciﬁes where the results are written (text ﬁle instead of
stdout) and does not change any of the content or its disposition. Due to the
fact that the probability of working with a problem with considerable size is
pretty high, outputting these results to a text ﬁle seems a more reasonable
decision most of the time.
The default mode (-full or -f ) provides the most complete output while
other ﬂags just include some subset of the information provided by this mode.
Listing 3.6 shows all the information given for one antecedent and all its
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contrasts, including patterns, stability and supdifs. For other output options,
please refer to appendix A.2
Listing 3.6: Output provided by -full ﬂag for one speciﬁc antecedent
=====================================================
Antecedent: fgapg=]5.00 : 8.00] & dreb=[0 : 1.50]
=====================================================
-----------------------------------------------------
Contrast: pos=G >> pos=C
Period 1 (40s_results) : Not found!
Period 2 (50s_results) : Not found!
Period 3 (60s_results) : Not found!
Period 4 (70s_results) : Not found!
Period 5 (80s_results) : Supdif -> 0.157
Period 6 (90s_results) : Supdif -> 0.092
Period 7 (2000s_results) : Supdif -> 0.061
Stability: 0,17
Patterns:
- Spring Up from period 4 (70s_results) to period 5 (80
s_results);
- Shrink from period 5 (80s_results) to period 6 (90s_results)
with a difference of -0.065;
- Shrink from period 6 (90s_results) to period 7 (2000s_results
) with a difference of -0.031;
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-----------------------------------------------------
Contrast: pos=G >> pos=F
Period 1 (40s_results) : Not found!
Period 2 (50s_results) : Not found!
Period 3 (60s_results) : Not found!
Period 4 (70s_results) : Not found!
Period 5 (80s_results) : Supdif -> 0.127
Period 6 (90s_results) : Not found!
Period 7 (2000s_results) : Not found!
Stability: 0
Patterns:
- Spring Up from period 4 (70s_results) to period 5 (80
s_results);
- Fade Out from period 5 (80s_results) to period 6 (90s_results
);
--------------------------------------------------
Flips : Not found!
--------------------------------------------------
This approach has its merits but has some ﬂaws as well. It feels a little
outdated to modern standards and has little visual impact. To compare diﬀer-
ent contrasts, some scrolling activity in the ﬁle might be needed and that does
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not facilitates the analysis because locating a speciﬁc contrast we are seeking
might not be as immediate as desired. These cons motivated taking a step
further for developing a visual application in order to provide a more simple,
attractive and intuitive manner to navigate through the results obtained.
3.3 PPCS Results Viewer
The last component of the process is the PPCS Results Viewer. This appli-
cation intends to be an alternative to the results expressed in a textual form.
It makes use of visual representations and some features to perform diﬀer-
ent tasks that can enrich the analysis that was very hard to perform in the
previous format.
Starting from the motivation that led us to develop the Viewer as a com-
pliment to PPCS, implementation details and features developed will be ad-
dressed regarding their main goals that generally were not possible (or not as
optimal) in the textual output obtained before.
3.3.1 Motivation for another application
The Viewer was ever seen as a complement, an alternative for helping the user
to grasp the information from another perspective with diﬀerent options pro-
vided to accomplish that goal. Nonetheless, it provides a signiﬁcant increase
in terms of readability and understanding of the contrasts previously found
through the graphical features used.
In On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) scenarios, managers and stake-
holders from an enterprise are just involved in the data analysis process by
reading the reports created and operating in a dashboard querying the in-
formation present in the Data Warehouse (Golfarelli & Rizzi, 2009). This
example can be extrapolated to our process and shows a speciﬁc user pro-
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Figure 3.3: Viewer main frame decomposed by areas
ﬁle which would only operate with the Viewer and not with PPCS. Thus, it
justiﬁes the application independence.
For developing the Viewer, there is no reason to stand away from the Java
universe. Swing, provides an API for building GUI for Java programs. The
general beneﬁts of developing in Java stated in section 3.2.4 ﬁt in here as
well and Swing provides all the visual components needed to implement the
envisioned features.
3.3.2 Data import
The ﬁrst consideration has to be how to bridge the gap from PPCS to this
point. The Viewer needs to be fed with information to be able to display it
and let the user interact with it. The Viewer can speciﬁcally select data from
the results produced by PPCS.
When this ﬁle is appropriately selected (see appendix A.3), the main frame
containing all the features available is constructed and it is represented in
ﬁgure 3.3.
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3.3.3 Features
Table 3.2 relates each decomposed area from ﬁgure 3.3 to its description in
order to facilitate referring certain features provided by the interface devel-
oped.
Table 3.2: Designation of each area composing the GUI
Area Designation
1 Menu Bar
2 Tree Model with CS
3 Graphics panel
4 Filtering features
5 Patterns ﬁlters
6 Relaxation feature
Tree Model
In this area, every CS found is contained in this tree-like representation. It
follows a 2-level approach much similar to the one taken by the data structure
used 3.2. This allows for a better organization of the CS and makes navigation
more intuitive.
Immediately after importing the resultsImp.txt ﬁle, this tree is built with
all the information collected. All the antecedents with discovered contrasts
are shown. The number of antecedents will probably be such that it will
be impossible to see them all in one go and the inclusion of a vertical scroll
bar was required. This could indicate a possible burden in locating a speciﬁc
antecedent and for that matter, some features have been developed to facilitate
this action and are detailed in section 3.3.3.
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This model provides two distinct interactions: Expanding an antecedent
to see the contrasts that exist within it and clicking each tree item. In ﬁgure
3.3 there is one expanded antecedent (dreb = ]1.50; 2.50] & ppg = [0; 6.0])
and that speciﬁc antecedent has two contrasts (pos = C >> pos = G and
pos = F >> pos = G). The second interaction involves clicking in either
a contrast or an antecedent. That action is reﬂected in the Graphical Panel
where information of the item clicked is represented. More on this is detailed
in the section below.
Graphical Panel
This is the area in the interface where information stated before is displayed.
What is represented is dependent on what is selected in the Tree model. This
entails the close relation between both components and how they depend on
each other.
One major requirement that required a clear answer was how to represent
a contrast in a graphical manner that would contribute to easily identify the
following situations:
• Periods with contrasts and periods without;
• The patterns found;
A chart like an histogram can accomplish these objectives by having all
periods represented in the X-axis and the contrast supdifs in the Y-axis.
That required choosing a Java library which could display charts. JFreeChart
(JFreeChart , 2012) came up as a solid solution due to the well-documented
API, being open-source and mainly due to the simplicity for displaying a chart
in a Swing application. Beside these beneﬁts, it allowed us to incorporate an-
other features in the charts like exporting them in diﬀerent format, printing,
zooming in and out with little to no eﬀort.
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Figure 3.3 reveals the histogram for the selected contrast. In the X-axis, all
the periods are represented from the ﬁrst to the last in their temporal order.
In this speciﬁc case, contrasts are found from the 70s_results period onwards.
Supdif comes represented in the Y-axis. The title contains the antecedent and
the contrast involved with the indication of the stability calculated. The ﬁrst
objective proposed is accomplished as periods with contrasts have a bar that
represents the supdif for that same period. The periods without contrasts do
not have any representation.
Regarding patterns, Spring Ups and Fade Outs are intrinsically related
with this graphical representation, thus identifying these patterns become
trivial by implication as well. Growths and Shrinks are now less stringent
and more prone to the user own interpretation of the contrast at hand. The
user can consider that an increase in supdif can be signiﬁcant and the same
growth might not be for a diﬀerent contrast. This ﬁts on a real case where
not everything weighs the same from the user perspective. The inclusion of
the Growths & Shrinks button allows for quickly ﬁltering the contrasts that
grow or shrink above a threshold introduced by the user (see section 3.3.3).
These diﬀerences are visually identiﬁed due to the bar sizes being pro-
portional to their supdif. Flips are, like seen before, a special case seen at
antecedent level and are addressed in section 3.3.3 as well.
The example shown in ﬁgure 3.3 is for a speciﬁc contrast but like stated
before, clicking in the superior tree level (the antecedent) also aﬀects the
Graphical Panel. An example of this is shown in ﬁgure 3.4.
The histogram remains similar except for the fact that the whole CS from
the antecedent selected is represented. This representation is nothing more
than the agglomeration of each individual contrast in a single histogram which
gives a better overview and permits an easier comparison between them. A
legend matching the bar colors to each contrast to distinguish them is provided
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Figure 3.4: Histogram for a speciﬁc antecedent showing all contrasts contained
as well as the stability value for every single contrast.
There is still one more modiﬁcation allowed to the Graphical Panel. That
is changing the Y-Axis of each histogram to p-values instead of supdifs by
clicking in the Measure item in the Menu Bar. This contributes for a diﬀerent
and more technical view to verify the "strength" of the statistical test used
to reject the null hypothesis and thus ﬁnding the contrast (Fisher's exact
test used in RCS). Figure 3.5 represents the histogram of one contrast using
p-values instead of the default supdif.
The scale used for the histogram became a issue because some of the p-
values used diverged from each other in multiple orders of magnitude. Some
p-values like 1 × 10−200 were not even visible next to others with only a few
decimal places. To surpass this limitation, it was decided to represent not
the exact p-value in the Y-axis but its order of magnitude instead. This way,
the scale problem disappears. However, in case the user needs to know the
exact p-value, hovering over on one of the histogram bars yields a tooltip with
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Figure 3.5: Histogram for a contrast with p-values order of magnitude in the
Y-axis
the exact value. Example is ﬁgure 3.5 where the p-value of 80s_results is
1.49× 10−14 (the order of magnitude is −14 and that deﬁnes the bar height).
Filtering features & patterns ﬁnding
Tree Model usually has a considerable number of items present and locating
some speciﬁc antecedent might involve some scrolling eﬀort which is not desir-
able. Two features have been implemented in order to improve that situation.
The ﬁrst one relates to a typical ﬁlter as indicated by the label and a text
box in which the user can type. This works as a ﬁlter over antecedents if the
introduced text matches. The items are ﬁltered as the user is typing, avoiding
the need for an extra click and implementing a button.
The other one discards antecedents which number of items are inferior to
the number present in the spinner. This is useful for ﬁnding the complex
antecedents which can reveal interesting relations.
Figure 3.6 has a ﬁltering example. It is relevant to notice that both ﬁlters
can be used in conjunction and in this concrete example, only antecedents
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Figure 3.6: Filtering example
with the text "apg" with at least three items are shown.
Like stated in section 3.3.3, Flips are a distinct case. They usually appear
just a few times and a mechanism to ﬁnd them was developed in the form of
a toggle button which, when pressed on, the Tree Model shows only the CS
that contain at least one Flip pattern making them easily detected.
Figure 3.4 happens to reveal a Flip pattern when contrast pos = C >>
pos = F present in the ﬁrst two periods (red bars) turns into pos = F >>
pos = C from the 70s_results period onwards (green bars).
A button for ﬁltering Growths & Shrinks was also introduced. This pro-
vides a chance to instantly detect the contrasts that suﬀer from abrupt alter-
ations from one period to the following. To grant some extra ﬂexibility to this
ﬁlter, it is not based on the sigdif, the parameter provided to PPCS. Instead,
a new dialog shows up requiring a value between zero and a hundred which
will serve as the threshold. For example, if the value X is introduced, only
the contrasts that the supdif has increased or decreased over that value in at
least one period to the next will appear in the Tree Model area.
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Figure 3.7: Histogram state after using Head to Head feature
Head to Head
The lack of a possibility to compare contrasts from diﬀerent antecedents mo-
tivated the creation of this Head to Head feature. The objective here is as
simple as letting the user to compare any pair of contrasts.
By pressing the Comparison item in the Menu Bar, a new dialog appears.
This dialog contains a total of four combo boxes, two for the antecedents and
two for the contrasts that are going to be part of the comparison.
When the selections have been made in the four combo boxes, the button
becomes enabled (as long as they do not hold the exact same contrast). The
user can press it to make the dialog disappear and return to the main interface
with an updated Graphics Panel for the selection made. Figure 3.7 shows how
the histogram is updated to reﬂect the selected comparison.
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Figure 3.8: Example of a contrast with no occurrence in the last period
Antecedent relaxing
This last feature attempts to lead the user in ﬁnding a possible explanation
to why some speciﬁc contrast was not discovered in a speciﬁc period. If an
antecedent with minus one item than the antecedent being analysed, has a
contrast in that speciﬁc period, an individual might conclude that the item
removed may be the main reason for that event (or at least contribute to
that). In ﬁgure 3.8, after three periods, the diﬀerence between the groups
keeps increasing. Surprisingly or not, the contrast is not present in the last
period. This is an example of a potential situation where this feature could be
valuable for the user in order to discover why this phenomenon has occurred.
To perform this, the user can select from the respective check box, one
period with no occurrence from the contrast selected or even select the option
"All periods" as seen in ﬁgure 3.3. It should be noted that this button and
check box are only visible when a single contrast (not an antecedent) is selected
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Figure 3.9: Dialog shown when the relaxation is successful
and the considered antecedent has at least size two in terms of items contained.
For a given antecedent, all its one step above generalizations are consid-
ered. For the selected period and contrast, a list of antecedent generalizations
is constructed. The option "All periods" widens the test not only to one pe-
riod but to all periods without contrasts. If the antecedent being tested has
at least one contrast in a period where the more speciﬁc one did not, the
more general antecedent is added to the list. Figure 3.9 shows the dialog after
executing the relaxation for period "2000s_results" (there is only the item
shown in the combo box ).
By clicking the OK button, both antecedents are shown in the Graphical
Panel much like the Head to Head histogram seen in ﬁgure 3.7 before. This
yields an enhancement for user understanding. In this speciﬁc case, he might
be led to conclude that the absence of a contrast in the last period for the
antecedent of ”dreb = ]1.50 : 2.50]” is the main culprit for the unusual
behaviour that is being analysed.
Still, there is the possibility of another outcome. This happens when
no antecedent with one less item has a contrast for the selected period (or
periods). In that a case, a dialog shows up and questions the user if he wants
to ﬁnd a generalization of that antecedent (of any size) that has a contrast
for that speciﬁc period.
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Figure 3.10: Dialog shown when the relaxation has no contrast in the level above
3.4 Conclusion
The whole process was exposed either in terms of applications and patterns
developed. What has been proposed can not be validated until it is applied
and tested with appropriate data. For that same reason, in the next two
chapters, the technique will be applied to two diﬀerent case studies in order
to check its accuracy and usability in practice.
First scenario, involves data from working individuals from several enter-
prises and industries in Portugal. The main goal is to check how the gender
of an individual aﬀects elements like salary, education, etc.
The other case study is related to sports, more speciﬁcally basketball. The
application of the developed technique intends to understand how each player
position aﬀects the deﬁned attributes and if that has signiﬁcantly changed
over the years.
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Case Study #1 - Labour data
This ﬁrst case study involves the study of the data collected from the Por-
tuguese Ministry of Labour and Social Security for all employed individuals
in the private sector ranging from 1986 until 2009. This data was provided
to the economics and management department (EEG) of the University of
Minho, and it was granted the right for use in this project after the signing of
a contract that safeguards the data conﬁdentiality and requires the clariﬁca-
tion that the entity which collected the data is not responsible for the results
presented in here and its own interpretation.
The chapter will start by stating the main goal of this analysis, what it
is intended to be accomplished and how it relates to other work also done
for this data. Next, will come the description of the attributes present in the
data and which treatment they received until they were ﬁnally ready to be
processed by the set of applications developed.
Finally, the results are inspected with particular attention to situations
considered relevant and somehow surprising, focusing on the temporal pat-
terns developed for this eﬀect.
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4.1 Objective of the analysis
Earlier studies were performed with this data, using econometric techniques
like regression models. The aim was to derive relations between variables
and perform forecasting. One interesting scenario that was being studied,
was the discrimination of male and female workers in the labour world. The
discrimination aspect blends well with the proposal developed that involves
CSM, and since the data at hand involves a considerable time window, the
proposal displayed in chapter 3 can be used for this purpose.
The deﬁned group objective is the worker gender and contrasts are dis-
covered in regard to this property. It will be intriguing to check how the
Portuguese labour world has changed in the last few years in regard to sexual
discrimination. The main goals for analysis are the following:
• Discover a set of situations that have considerably changed over the
years;
• Understand the eﬀects of the Portuguese population characteristics in
sexual discrimination;
4.2 Data obtained
The available data contains a record for every individual employed in every
single year they were bounded contractually to some Portuguese enterprises
in the private sector. The set of attributes which seemed relevant and could
contribute in ﬁnding interesting contrasts is presented in the table 4.1.
The presence of attributes with the year and the gender of each employee
guarantee the application of this proposal as they will serve as the temporal
period and the group to be contrasted.
The ownership of each ﬁrm is given by the owner attribute that can have
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Table 4.1: Labour dataset obtained
Attribute Description
idtrab Worker ID
ano Year (ranges from 1986 to 2009)
sexo Gender
educ Years of education
idade Years of age
antiguidade Years of tenure
tamanho Number of workers in the ﬁrm
owner Type of ownership (public, private or foreign)
loca1
Location of the ﬁrm (according to Nomenclature of
Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) level 2)
inda1 Industry classiﬁcation
salario Log hourly wage real (ln e)
vendas Log real sales (ln 1000e)
one of three possible values: private, public or foreign. Regarding each com-
pany, comes the loca1 attribute which contains the NUTS developed by Eu-
rostat that divides the territory into statistical subregions for all the member
states of the European Union. For this attribute, it is used the NUTS level two
that divides the Portuguese territory into seven zones: North Coast, Center
Coast, Lisbon and Tagus Valley, Inland, Algarve, Azores and Madeira.
Last, come the sales and salary attributes (vendas & salario respectively).
They are represented in terms of the natural logarithm (logarithm to the base
e) which will need to be discretized (see section 4.2.2).
The number of attributes selected is not impressive, but the dataset size
is extremely considerable as there are an average of two million records per
year which comprises a remarkably consistent context for analysis.
4.2.1 NULL values
One problem that is frequent when dealing with data is the absence of some
values (NULL values). This dataset has some NULL values in a few records.
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Since the percentage of these records is pretty insigniﬁcant, they are simply
ignored.
With more inﬂuence than the negligible missing values in the attributes
taken into consideration, is the total absence of records for these two years:
1990 and 2001. For some unknown reason, data for these years is inexistent,
and this should be taken into consideration when deﬁning the temporal periods
and interpreting results from them.
4.2.2 Data transformation and discretization
To improve the contrasts readability, the only transformation done was in
regard to swap some attributes codes for their respective values. For example,
the sexo attribute which contains the gender, instead of the 1 and 2 coding,
they were changed for their correspondent value, male and female.
CAREN algorithm has a limitation of not dealing with numerical, contin-
uous attributes directly (it provides a module for discretization) for ﬁnding
CS as they are treated as categorical by default. This aﬀects some of the
attributes in this dataset since they fall in the numerical category mentioned.
These attributes are discretized into a ﬁnite number of categorical intervals
to bypass this situation. Two diﬀerent strategies were selected to deal with
this situation: user-deﬁned and equal-frequency discretization.
For age and education, the discretization was user-deﬁned because the in-
tervals selected hold speciﬁc meaning that are going to be more valuable than
any ones obtained by automatic discretizations methods. For example, the
education attribute present in the dataset holds the number of years of ed-
ucation of a certain individual. The intervals deﬁned intended to represent
the typical educational attainment in the Portuguese educational system. For
example, educ < 4 corresponds to an individual that just had primary edu-
cation and educ = 10− 12 to classify someone who had secondary education
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or dropped without fully completing it.
The remaining numerical attributes were categorized based on the notion
of quantiles dividing the data into k equal-sized intervals. The diﬀerence
from the age and education attributes relies on the fact that it was not as
immediate to settle for intervals with proper meaning. Thus, it was decided
to use intervals with equal frequency, automatically deﬁned with no human
intervention.
4.2.3 Temporal division
The current data holds a year attribute, and since there are no other temporal
units, a smaller period can not be deﬁned. This holds a total of 24 periods
(2009 - 1986 + 1), or more speciﬁcally 22 since there are two years with no
data (see section 4.2.1).
Since every year has a representative amount of dataset records and is the
natural data microunit, there is no reason to group years together. Besides,
observing the proposal performance with a considerable number of periods is
of interest and diﬀers from the approach which will be used in section 5.5.3.
For the application of the RCS algorithm, the dataset is split into multiple
data ﬁles, one for each period (i.e. each year).
4.3 Results analysis
Having the data ready, the execution of CAREN for discovering CS is done
for each period with a support of 0.05 followed by the PPCS with a sigdif of
0.01:
java -jar PostProcessingCS.jar 86.csv,87.csv,88.csv,...,
07.csv,08.csv,09.csv 0.01 -f -out
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Regarding the objectives stated in section 4.2, in the following subsections
diﬀerent attributes or set of attributes present in the data will be inspected
while detecting interesting and surprising events that clearly separate both
genders. The eﬀect of time in situations where the contrasts have signiﬁcantly
changed for each passing period will also be studied.
4.3.1 Education
The eﬀects of education are the ﬁrst item of analysis as it is such an evident
element that reliably distinguishes the male and female groups in this labour
setting.
Starting from individuals who have higher education, the contrasts found
are present in ﬁgure 4.1. In the ﬁrst eleven periods, no contrasts are discovered
which could be indicative of a fair division in terms of gender at that time.
However, since 1998, the contrast sexo = ”female” >> sexo = ”male”
appears for all following periods, and the gap between both sexes is clearly
increasing for each passing year.
This conﬁrms some reports which state that women pursue higher educa-
tion more often than their male counterparts and the tendency keeps increas-
ing at a steady pace.
As for workers that concluded secondary education or at least completed
part of it, the contrast remains the same, sexo = ”female” >> sexo =
”male”. The diﬀerence here relies on the fact that this same contrasts appears
for all years except 1986 and 1987. An increasing tendency is also displayed
until 2002 (although not as accentuated) but stabilized from there.
Figure 4.2 reveals the contrasts found for individuals who concluded or
dropped during basic education (excluding primary education). A ﬁrst glance
at it reveals a Flip pattern like stated in the results ﬁle:
[sexo="female" >> sexo="male"] (99) becomes
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Figure 4.1: Contrasts found for individuals with higher education
[sexo="male" >> sexo="female"] (02)
This pattern indicates a signiﬁcant change as women stopped being the
dominant gender for this speciﬁc education and the throne has been assumed
by men since 2002. Not only the masculine gender become the dominant one
in this situation but the diﬀerence towards women is widening uniformly as
seen by the crescent blue bars in the referenced ﬁgure.
Since the supdif between some of those periods is greater than the threshold
deﬁned as 1% some Growth patterns are derived in three of them:
- Growth from period 15 (02) to the period 16 (03) with
a difference of 0.012;
- Growth from period 17 (04) to the period 18 (05) with
a difference of 0.011;
- Growth from period 18 (05) to the period 19 (06) with
a difference of 0.011;
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Figure 4.2: Contrasts found for individuals with between ﬁve and nine years of
education
For the last interval, educ < 5, the contrast sexo = ”male” >> sexo =
”female” was extracted for all periods and is pretty stable as the stability
measure amounts to 0.98 (only a Growth pattern was derived once).
4.3.2 Location
The location of the employees ﬁrm (inda1 ), is one attribute which revealed in-
teresting situations. The Lisbon and Tagus Valley region comprise the biggest
entrepreneurial zone of the entire country and the contrasts discovered are
shown in ﬁgure 4.3.
A Flip pattern is derived as the initial contrast swaps its directionality in
2003. The male supremacy in this area is truly accentuated in the late eighties
but since the early nineties it drops considerably as conﬁrmed by the three
Shrink patterns discovered:
- Shrink from period 6 (92) to the period 7 (93) with
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Figure 4.3: Contrasts found for employees of companies located in Lisbon and
Tagus Valley area
a difference of -0.018;
- Shrink from period 7 (93) to the period 8 (94) with
a difference of -0.014;
- Shrink from period 11 (97) to the period 12 (98) with
a difference of -0.010;
By the last periods, females overthrow the former male dominance for this
attribute and the tendency seems to indicate the increment of this diﬀerence.
Interesting enough is the contrasts obtained for the North Coast area like
shown in ﬁgure 4.4. The results appear to be very similar with the exception
that the ﬂipped contrasts are in the opposite order (i.e. female superiority
into male one).
Many reasons could have contributed for the contrasts found. Some rela-
tions with the predominant industries at each area can be one of these reasons.
For example, the contrast sexo = ”male” >> sexo = ”female” was found
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Figure 4.4: Contrasts found for employees of companies located in the North Coast
area
with antecedent inda1 = ”construction” & loca1 = ”NorthCoast” and has
increased signiﬁcantly along the years. No contrasts were found for the con-
struction industry in Lisbon area. A similar example involving the wholesale
industry, with women having the edge, was found for the Lisbon area but not
for the North Coast.
There were more industries that defended this position. A relation could
be established with the education observations done in the previous section
as the industries which typically require more qualiﬁed workers are associated
more often with the Lisbon area than the North Coast. Therefore, justifying
the results obtained.
4.3.3 Salary
Some studies made earlier with this data suggested that the average salary
received by female employees is considerably inferior to a male employee.
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Figure 4.5: Contrasts found for employees whose income is over 2.1 (in natural
logarithm)
This notion is well represented by the contrasts found for antecedents that
contained items from the salario attribute.
This attribute was discretized into eight disjoint intervals. For the four
intervals which contain the higher values of salary, the only contrast found
was sexo = ”male” >> sexo = ”female” in almost all periods as stated by
the value of stability calculated for each one of them (the smaller being 0.9).
This is strong evidence on the fact that women are clearly discriminated in
their income.
Figure 4.5 discloses the contrasts found for the attribute salario = ” >
2.1” which is pretty representative of the top four intervals listed before.
Only the contrast for the ﬁrst period was not found, probably due to this
interval cut point being a value of income which was incompatible with the
salaries at that time (the inﬂation eﬀect was not applied to this attribute).
Thus, not meeting the minsup constraint. Since a contrast appears in the
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Figure 4.6: Contrasts found for employees of companies with foreign capital
following period, a Spring Up pattern is discovered.
- Spring Up from period 1 (86) to period 2 (87);
4.3.4 Ownership
The dataset analysed consists of all companies of the private sector. This
does not consider that some of these companies could have foreign and public
capital as well. The owner attribute intends to represent this situation. Each
value of this attribute comprises a decidedly distinct situation, which led us
to view it as an element of sheer discriminative power.
Companies with foreign capital (see ﬁgure 4.6) show that the number of
female employees is signiﬁcantly superior in relation to males for most periods.
This relation has some stability until 2002 when the supdif of the contrast
sexo = ”female” >> sexo = ”male” started dropping and is absent for the
last period as proved by the Fade Out pattern extracted:
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Figure 4.7: Contrasts found for employees of companies with public capital
- Fade Out from period 21 (08) to period 22 (09);
What is curious about it is how distinct the relation is in regard to enter-
prises with public capital shown in ﬁgure 4.7. For these ﬁrms, the opposite
contrast is present: sexo = ”male” >> sexo = ”female”. The diﬀerence is
particularly substantial in early years as shown by the considerable supdifs of
the contrast. The diﬀerence keeps decreasing until 1993 and then kept con-
stant until 1999 where it disappeared abruptly and never showed up again.
Since there was no data loss, the lack of contrasts for the last decade can
be read as a relation of equality in the employment of both men and women in
ﬁrms with public capitals. All values of the owner attribute seem to appoint
for this conclusion in the latter years as the contrasts are not present or have
tenuous sigdif.
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4.4 Conclusions
The results presented reveal how some factors are highly discriminative in
regard to gender in the Portuguese private business sector. The objectives
proposed in section 4.2 were fulﬁlled as some situations with a relevant change
along the years considered were found and some attributes were identiﬁed as
having a key role in discriminating along gender.
The ﬁrst two attributes seen (education & location) present two situations
which assume distinct realities in the present in comparison to previous peri-
ods. Females are now investing more in their education leaving men behind
even more. This relation was not true in the ﬁrst years seen, at least for higher
education.
For the four situations studied, each attribute revealed some form of dis-
crimination in regard to gender. These elements were not the only drawing
contrasts, which proves the dissimilarity between sexes in this setting.
In terms of accuracy, results went accordingly to some common knowledge
like women pursing higher education more often than men and receiving a
lower salary on average. The next case study, shown in chapter 5, will allow
to check the accuracy of the proposal as well. This also serves as evidence
that contrasting can be a form of learning if the dataset used is of unknown
context.
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Case Study #2 - Basketball data
This second case study revolves around the sport of basketball. It is a very
popular sport and with a tradition of a long recording of match statistics. For
this reason, it ends up being a interesting case study for a Data Mining task.
An introductory part involves the history of the sport and how it has
evolved. Some of the terminology used and a positional overview will be
described.
Next, comes the goals of applying our proposal to a basketball context,
what would be interesting to ﬁnd and how this distances itself from the other
case study and other Data Mining proposals done in this context.
The data used will be detailed as well, from the form it was collected, all
data preprocessing performed in order to improve data quality and to meet
all the requirements.
Results will come last and they are going to be thoroughly discussed and
analysed towards what is considered relevant and conclusions will be drawn
in regard to the goals set before.
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5.1 History of the sport
Back in 1891, Dr. James Naismith, a Canadian physical education teacher
was asked to come up with an indoor game to occupy a group of undisciplined
students and to keep them away from the harsh cold of winter (Naismith
& Baker, 1996). The game, which evolved and is now known as basketball,
involved two peach baskets, one for each team and was played with a soccer
ball where the goal was to get the ball inside the opponent team basket which
was hanged in a balcony.
Naismith put together the original thirteen rules (Naismith's Original 13
Rules , n.d.) which diﬀer quite a bit from current rules as running with the ball
was not allowed (dribbling was not mentioned) and there was not any kind
of shot diﬀerentiation as they were awarded one point regardless of where the
ball was shot.
Due to the nature of the basket, every time a team scored a point the game
had to be halted so someone could climb a ladder to retrieve the ball from up
there. Later, the bottoms of these baskets were removed in order for the ball
to fall down but in 1906 the metal rim with net and board much like the ones
present today were introduced. The soccer ball was replaced to a dedicated
basket ball around that time as well.
The sport received some recognition worldwide and made it in the Olympics
for the ﬁrst time in 1936 in Berlin where 21 national teams participated. In
United States of America, the ﬁrst professional league appeared in 1898 but
was disbanded a few years later. For the next ﬁfty years, many leagues were
formed but none became prominent until there was an eﬀort in 1949 to estab-
lish a real nationwide league which remains active, the National Basketball
Association (NBA).
The introduction of the shot clock in 1954 revolutionized the game (History
of Basketball - SportsKnowHow.com, n.d.). Before, teams had no time limit in
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order to shoot the ball. This led sometimes to very long possessions and teams
would take advantage of this when winning by stalling as much as possible.
The 24-seconds shot clock improved the game pace and speed making the
sport much more appealing.
Another league, the American Basketball Association (ABA) was founded
in 1967. It would eventually end up merging with the NBA in 1976 but
introduced a few concepts like the 3-point ﬁeld goal that was adopted by the
NBA in 1979, the Slam Dunk contest and faster pace of play present. These
ABA innovations carried over to the NBA right after the merger making the
game much more exciting and interesting for the spectator. That translated
in a bigger audience and brought more attention to the sport (Pluto, 2007).
The sport rules did not received signiﬁcant modiﬁcations from that point
until now, but the game evolved especially in athleticism and from a tactical
standpoint. It continued to grew attention from people worldwide due to its
exciting fast pace and unpredictable game outcomes being one of the most
followed sports in the world today.
5.2 Relevant Basketball terminology
Before proceeding into the data collected, the main basketball terms required
for our task need to be introduced. Firstly, it is important to understand the
scoring system because a shot may be awarded one, two or three points.
Certain infractions may award the player who got fouled a chance to go
to the free throw line and shoot from there without opposition. This shot is
called the free throw and each successfully converted free throw is worth one
point. Figure 5.1 shows where this line is located. To gauge the eﬃciency of
a player in this situation, the Field Throw Percentage (FT%) is the statistic
used. For example, a player with 0.5 FT% converts half the free throws he
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Figure 5.1: Basketball court representation with free-throw line and 3-point line
gets.
Except from this special situation, any shot is awarded two or three points,
most commonly known as ﬁeld goal, depending from the distance of the at-
tempt. Figure 5.1 reveals the three-point line which separates a two-point
shot from a three-point shot. A converted shot inside that area or when step-
ping on that line is worth two points and outside is worth three. The Field
Goal Percentage (FG%) measures a player shooting eﬃciency and Three Point
Percentage (3P%) measures the eﬃciency from the three-point range.
Other than the shots and their own associated statistics, there are also
other actions in the game that are also important and have impact in the
course of a game. A rebound is the act of recovering the ball after a missed
free throw or ﬁeld goal. They can be divided in defensive and oﬀensive re-
bounds. The defensive ones are gained by the team defending at that moment
and mark a change in ball possession and in the oﬀensives ones, the attacking
team recovers the ball after a missed shot keeping the ball possession.
A block (abbreviation from blocked shot) is a legal deﬂection (i.e. not
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fouling) of an opponent ﬁeld goal attempt thereby preventing it. The hands
of the opponent cannot be touched and the ball cannot be intercepted in its
downward course (goaltending violation).
An assist is a pass that leads to a converted shot and a steal is the act of
regaining the ball possession from an opponent dribble or pass, striping him
of the ball causing a turnover.
The turnover is the act of losing ball possession without shooting at the
basket, a steal causes it but other violations like travelling and throwing the
ball out of bounds are other examples of turnovers.
5.3 Positional overview
Another important part of the analysis will be in regard to player positions so
this requires a previous clariﬁcation as well. There are not specials positions
with diﬀerent permissions in basketball like the goalkeeper in football or the
libero in volleyball. Every player on the ﬁeld is under the same set of rules
and can perform exactly the same set of actions.
Each team has ﬁve players on the court simultaneously with each one at
each position. There are three main positions in basketball: the Guard, the
Forward and the Center. A correlation with football can be made as there
are the defenders, midﬁelders and forwards but speciﬁcally there are more
positions like the left-back, right-back and centre-back just mentioning the
defenders. In basketball, the same logic prevails with just a small reservation.
Defenders are most focused on the defensive end and the forwards in the
oﬀensive end while in basketball all positions have responsibilities at both
ends of the ﬂoor.
Figure 5.2 shows the diﬀerent positions and their usual distribution on
the court. The guards make the backcourt and the forwards and center the
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Figure 5.2: Positional distribution on the court
frontcourt. Let's specify each one task and common proﬁle.
Starting with the backcourt, the guard position can be divided in two
positions, the Point Guard (PG) and the Shooting Guard (SG). The PG also
known as the one, is the team ball handler responsible for passing and making
plays in order to facilitate the shot for his own team mate, requiring great
vision to perform his job. It is usually the smallest player on the team. The
SG or the two, is responsible for scoring and should have great shooting range,
being able to consistently hit shots from the three-point range but closer to
the basket as well.
Regarding the frontcourt and starting with the forwards, the Small Forward
(SF) or the three, is usually the most versatile player in game because it exe-
cutes plays typically associated with the SG as well as those done by a Power
Forward (PF). To be able to do that, quickness and strength are require-
ments for them. The PF or the four has a style of play much more physical
and usually plays with their backs to the basket oﬀensively, reason why some
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PFS also play as centers as both positions share some similarities.
The Center (C) position is associated to the taller and stronger players
because they make use of that size in order to score close to the basket and
to protect their own basket in the defensive end. They assume such a crucial
role on defense that they are usually referred as "anchors".
These are the more traditional roles associated for each position, which
does not invalidate that some players may perform a bit diﬀerently regarding
their own abilities and also for strategical reasons. Sometimes a player besides
the PG with good ball handling skills may lead and organize the oﬀensive
process which happens with relative frequency. Other examples could be
given instead.
5.4 Objective of the analysis
Basketball has already been used as the context for some Data Mining tasks.
Neural networks have been used for scouting purposes (Ivankovic, Rackovic,
Markoski, Radosav, & Ivkovic, 2010) and for predicting game outcomes (Beckler,
Wang, & Papamichael, 2008). Advanced Scout (AS) was a Data Mining ap-
plication used by most of NBA teams back in 1996 that made use of the
Attribute Focusing technique (Bhandari, 1995) to ﬁnd the interesting pat-
terns and reveal them in a user-friendly format (Bhandari, Colet, & Parker,
1997). Another work used diﬀerent measures of similarity to ﬁnd the most
similar player to Michael Jordan, the consensual best player of all time (Jiang,
2011).
What makes basketball a good area for using Data Mining or statistical
methods is the abundance of metrics and statistics that the game provides.
Figure 5.3 shows a typical Boxscore from a basketball game. There are indi-
vidual records for each player from one both teams that participated in the
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Figure 5.3: Boxscore from a team performance in a basketball game
game. From such a table a lot of information can be extracted and each
player performance can be evaluated. Most of the categories present there
have already been explained in section 5.2.
Apart from the other works already presented, our goals here are quite
diﬀerent and the technique used will be diﬀerent as well. It is not intended
to predict future events like some of them but to assume an analytical role of
learning and understanding from historical data. The main goal of this task
is to understand the following:
• How each position inﬂuences the stat sheet, what is a typical contribu-
tion from a guard, forward or center player in terms of the categories
involved and how they diﬀer from each other;
• The evolution of the game and how the play style of each position has
changed along the years;
• Verify if the results obtained match the expected common knowledge to
ascertain the method accuracy;
These three queries summarize the goals of our analysis. From this, it can
be concluded that the task will revolve around the players positions, being
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this attribute the one containing the group values to be contrasted. Historical
data is also a requirement for our method and it will serve the purpose of
understanding the game evolution, if it has changed over years signiﬁcantly
and in which speciﬁc areas.
For someone with good insight and is knowledgeable about basketball, the
results obtained probably will not constitute a breakthrough discovery and
might not carry great value as they can be considered somehow trivial. That
does not invalidate our task which intends to validate our method accuracy
and provide the information of how each category observed is related to each
position, serving at least as an alternative to deepen the game knowledge for
those who do not follow it closely and wish to do so.
5.5 Data obtained
Considering the last section, some hints about the data have already been
disclosed. Data from at least a signiﬁcant period of time is required to compose
the periods for our task. The aim is to check how some of these attributes
have changed along the considered time window. An attribute with the players
position is needed as well, since it will serve as the group attribute from which
contrasts are going to be derived.
From section 5.2 terminology and ﬁgure 5.3 data, the type of attributes
that are sought closely match our requirements.
There are plenty of websites that provide this kind of information by query-
ing. The user might navigate through the website in order to see some in-
formation about a certain player career, his statistics in a certain season and
even go down to a single game performance. The problem relies that these
dedicated websites do not allow data to be used by a third-party or do not
provide an option to extract the intended data in bulk.
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Fortunately, databasebasketball.com (2011) provides a downloadable dataset
with data from the early days of NBA (1946) until more recent years (2009).
It contains a lot of data in CSV ﬁles regarding players, teams, drafts and
coaches. However, the one that is going to be used is the "player_regular_-
season.csv" since it contains every player yearly contribution per line with the
attributes usually present in a Boxscore. The playoﬀ data was not considered
because the sample is small (less games) and not every player make it to that
point of the season, reason why it was decided to not merge them. Refer to
table B.2 in appendix B to check the attributes contained in the dataset with
a small description of each one.
This dataset contains a lot of interesting attributes but still lacks a position
attribute which was deemed as imperative. That was easily ﬁxed because there
was a "players.csv" ﬁle containing that attribute and joining both datasets
by the player ID solved the issue. That also allowed to include the height
attribute (expressed in feet and inches) which will be a target of interesting
conclusions (see section 5.6.1).
5.5.1 NULL values
The presence of NULL values has a signiﬁcant impact in this dataset since
there are a few attributes with no values especially in the earlier years. This
happened because data from those times is hardly attainable compared to
recent years in which data is easily spread and accessible.
Table 5.1 refers which attributes have NULL values and where they are
located. They are very frequent at the ﬁrst years until a certain point where
the missing values do not appear any more. The attributes referred in table
B.2 that are omitted in this table are absent of any NULL value.
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Table 5.1: NULL values present in the dataset
Attribute NULL Values
Minutes Absent before 1951
Rebounds total Absent before 1950
Defensive & Oﬀensive
Rebounds
Absent before 1973
Steals & Blocks Absent before 1973 (just a few sparse values before)
Turnovers Absent before 1977 (just a few sparse values before)
3-points
Present between 1967 & 1976 for ABA players and
from 1979 onwards
After some investigation, it became evident why some attributes just have
values from a certain year onwards. Let's take blocks and steals attributes
for example. They just start appearing in the dataset in the year 1973. This
happens because in this speciﬁc year, both the NBA (Season review: 1973-
74 | NBA.com, 2012) and the ABA started to record these statistics which
did not happened the years before. The reason still applies for oﬀensive and
defensive rebounds at the same year or turnovers in 1977.
This requires proceeding with caution and will have some implications
in the results found. The periods constitution will be addressed in section
5.5.3 but the periods formed that contain data from these early stages will be
seriously aﬀected from this data absence and not much can be inferred from
them.
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5.5.2 Data transformation and discretization
By analysing the collected data, three situations that required some prepro-
cessing were immediately spotted.
First one, was simple and involved the height obtained. That happened
because it was split in two attributes, h_feet and h_inches. There was no
reason for them to be split as there is no interest in analysing them separately.
They are just parts of a single measure - the height. Both were put together
in a single attribute separated by an hyphen.
Other situation, involved the totals obtained in a season. This has some
major disadvantages. Players with good contributions and few minutes could
be on par with players with poorer contributions but had beneﬁted from more
playing time. Also, players that were sidelined many minutes due to injury or
suspension would be severely penalized.
In reality, the most common way to see this statistics done in a season is
usually in a per game basis which gives the average contribution of a player for
a single match. Another possibility also used but less frequent is the per-36 or
per-48 minutes adjustment in which the contributions are averaged for each
36 or 48 minutes played.
This motivated to transform all the attributes that contained totals into
a per game average. The presence of a games played attribute in the data
allows this transformation to be done.
In this situation, a user-deﬁned discretization will be used, meaning the
interval cut points are deﬁned by using background knowledge. The greatest
challenge of this approach relies on the fact that each attribute is a single case
and requires diﬀerent input on what would make an adequate set of intervals.
The ﬁrst step involved studying each single attribute and understand its am-
plitude, average value and standard deviation. This allowed to perceive each
speciﬁc attribute behaviour and to assist the discretization process.
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Two types of intervals were always aimed and those were the ﬁrst and the
last ones. The ﬁrst ones always tried to represent the concept of insigniﬁcance.
If a player falls on that interval in that particular category, it means he is not
proﬁcient in that department ranking in the lower ends. With the last interval
it is intended to express the exact opposite; a player who is exceptional and a
great contributor in that speciﬁc category. The intervals located in the middle
are more attribute-dependent and are more prone to individual options and
decisions.
From the initial attributes, a small remark on the fact that the attributes
related to players names (ﬁrst and last one) are removed as they hold no value
for our analysis.
5.5.3 Temporal division
The last step before having the data ready to apply our method is deﬁning the
periods of analysis. Our data is grouped by year, so that would be the minimal
period size possible. Using yearly periods, that would total 64 periods (2009 -
1946 + 1) which is a very considerable amount. Not only that, but having this
many periods would make each one with only a few hundred records possibly
comprising a problem with such a small sample.
An extended period was then deemed a better choice with the ﬁnal se-
lection falling in the decade. The case study about labour data (chapter 4)
already made use of a signiﬁcant number of periods and already proved the
technique worth in that situation. By reducing the periods to seven (from the
40s to the 2000s), our task is simpliﬁed and the decade was always the time
measure used when remembering and discussing past accomplishments and
players in sports history.
From the last dataset iteration in which numerical attributes where trans-
formed in categorical ones, this block of data is split in multiple ﬁles, one for
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each period deﬁned accordingly to requirements stated in section 3.1.
5.6 Results analysis
With the adequate data, the execution of CAREN for discovering CS is done
for each period with a support of 0.05 followed by the PPCS with a sigdif of
0.02:
java -jar PostProcessingCS.jar 40s.csv,50s.csv,60s.csv,
70s.csv,80s.csv,90s.csv,2000s.csv 0.02 -f -out
Regarding the objectives stated in section 5.4, in the following subsections
diﬀerent attributes or set of attributes present in the data will be scrutinized
while checking the evolution along the years and how each position is reﬂected
and diﬀers from each other on that own group of attributes.
5.6.1 Height
Height is the only attribute present in the results that derived any Flip pat-
terns. That immediately reveals that, along the years the average height of
the players playing in a certain position has changed.
First, contrasts were found for every height ranging from 5'10 (1,78m)
to 7'2 (2,18m) although smaller players (like Muggsy Bogues - 5'3 tall) and
bigger players (like Manute Bol - 7'7 tall) have played the game, it is just
they form a small sample and the minsup constraint is not met.
Starting from the Guard position, contrasts of the type pos = G >> X,
where X is any other position are found from height=5'10 to height=6'7
but not for the higher values of height which is indicative that Guard players
are the ones with less stature compared to Forwards or Centers.
Players playing the C position, like stated in section 5.3, play near the
basket and take advantage of their size to score. This implies that they are
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Figure 5.4: Contrasts found for height = 6'6
the bigger players in the team. That is proved by the contrasts found that
range from height=6'6 to height=7'2 staying away from the smaller statures.
The Forwards fall somewhere in between, bigger than Guards but smaller
than Centers, explained by the absence of the contrast pos = G >> pos = F
and the contrast pos = F >> pos = C in any period for any height.
Now, let's go back to what has been stated in the section beginning about
the Flips found to understand how has the game changed in terms of stature
since the relation between positions in terms of size has been exposed. In
ﬁgure 5.4, there is a capture from the graphic shown in the Viewer for the
antecedent of height=6'6. This selection was deemed as interesting for the
fact that it has six diﬀerent contrasts that are representative of what has
happened in terms of height in the course of time.
First decade, the contrast is pos = C >> pos = G which would be un-
thinkable in current times, as a player of that stature would automatically
be labelled as undersized. Getting to the 60s, the ﬁrst Flip shows up in the
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form of pos = G >> pos = C (yellow color) turning around from the contrast
found two decades ago. This contrast keeps appearing until the last period
and the diﬀerence in contrast support widens (yellow bars increasing in size)
for each passing period which favours the height of 6'6 for Guards even more
than for Centers.
There is still one more Flip in this CS, as pos = F >> pos = G (green
color) present in 50s-70s becomes pos = G >> pos = F (purple color) in the
90s and 2000s. This also marks the evolution of height to present years (the
last period taken in consideration). In this case the height 6'6 is ruled as
more frequent for Guards rather than for Forwards in more recent times.
The ﬁgure 5.4 is well representative of the global behaviour and the reason
why it was decided to analyse this particular CS. Nowadays, typical Guards
stand at 6'6 mark and lower, Forwards between 6'7 and 6'10 and Centers
from 6'11 onwards. This helps explain a current trend of NBA where teams
are overpaying the players playing the C position since it is very diﬃcult to
ﬁnd a player with the adequate, standard size being skilled as well. It would
be interesting to review this size issue in the future, and check if the players'
height playing a certain position keep changing or instead the stabilization
occurs.
5.6.2 Shooting percentages
Let's now check if there is any relation between the eﬃciency of the shots
taken for each position considered. Centers, due to the fact that they are the
player which plays closest to the basket should give them the edge in shooting
percentage as their shots are mostly close-ranged opposed to Guards which
are required to take more often the medium and long-ranged shots.
The FG% for the lowest intervals (]0; 0.40] & ]0.40; 0.42]) corroborates our
ﬁrst hypothesis as the only contrasts found are pos = G >> pos = F and
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Figure 5.5: Contrasts found for fg% > 0.50
pos = G >> pos = C. This shows that Guards have a worse ﬁeld goal
percentage than the other positions. It is not the case that they are worse
shooters, the reason resides on the fact that diﬃculty of the shots taken is
higher contributing for these lower scores. The volume of shots taken might
also contribute for that, as the contrast pos = G >> pos = C, is present for
the highest interval deﬁned for fgapg (ﬁeld goal attempts per game).
Looking at the other end, ﬁgure 5.5 shows the contrasts found for the an-
tecedent of fg% = ]0.50; +∞[. In the ﬁrst periods, there are no contrasts
which could be indicative that there were no signiﬁcant distinction between
the positions on regard of the shots taken. However, since 70s_results the
contrast pos = C >> pos = G (blue bars) is present and the gap is increas-
ing for each following period revealing that the hypothesis formulated ﬁrst is
correct and is getting even more accentuated in the recent periods.
Looking at last season's top FG% players (databaseBasketball.com - NBA
Basketball Statistics, Draft, Awards, and History , 2011), the top six ranked
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players are Centers while only one Guard ﬁnished above the 0.5 mark (of a
universe of 19 qualiﬁed players), validating the results obtained.
Also interesting, is the absence of any contrast for any period in this an-
tecedent: fg% =]0.42; 0.45]. This is the interval where the average FG% for
all players relies and no individual group stands out in regard to another.
For 3P%, the relation is exactly the opposite. The Guards assume the
position of obtaining the best percentages in the higher tiers of intervals while
Centers rank in the lower ones. It is not very common for Cs to attempt
this type of long shot which justiﬁes why they clearly stay behind in this
category. The supdif of the contrast pos = C >> pos = G for 3p% = [0; 0.10]
reaches 60%, a extraordinarily considerable diﬀerence. It should be noted that
the data about three points is just available from the period of 60s_results
onwards (see section 5.5.1), reason why contrasts can not appear before that
same period.
Both FG% and 3P% favour one position more than other like stated before.
For FT%, all players are in a position of equality as they all shoot from the
same place without opposition. Regarding the number of free-throw attempts
in a game, ftapg, the few contrasts obtained are pretty inconclusive as they
have a pretty low stability, most of them being zero. This can lead us to
conclude that the position is not an inﬂuential factor in determining the times
a player goes to the line.
Figure 5.6 shows the contrasts found for players that average more than
83% successful shots at the free-throw line. Despite what has been said in the
paragraph above, it is clear that Guards perform considerably better in these
situations than Centers as the contrast pos = G >> pos = C is present, and
the supdif tends to increase at each successive decade with conclusive values
that clearly diﬀerentiates both positions performance.
The Forward position assumes once more the place in between the other
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Figure 5.6: Contrasts found for ft% > 0.83
two. They perform better than one of them but worse than the other for all
shooting percentages seen (ﬁgure 5.5 & ﬁgure 5.6). This tendency is present
in most of the factors studied not only these related with shooting.
5.6.3 Steals & Assists
Steals and assists are seen together as they are usually associated with Guards
contribution. Being the players that handle the ball more time, it is natural
that they tend do provide more assists than a player who does not have the
ball much time in possession. As for steals, the results seen in section 5.6.1,
these players are smaller in stature which usually translates into quickness
and agility comparing to Forwards and Centers, attributes that make them
more able to strip the ball from other players and intercept passes. Checking
the top contributors in these categories from last season, Guards composes
almost the entirety of the players (databaseBasketball.com - NBA Basketball
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Figure 5.7: Contrasts found for players that average between three and ﬁve assists
per game
Statistics, Draft, Awards, and History , 2011) especially for assists as for steals
there are few more exceptions.
Starting with assists, it should be noted that they are mostly associated
with PGs rather than all Guards. It is these players that are responsible
for orchestrating the oﬀensive process and be able to set open shots for the
teammates. This make them rack assists more often than other players.
Figure 5.7 shows the contrasts for the antecedent of apg = [3; 5[, this
interval is already representative of the general situation and not only that
of apg >= 5. As expected, Guards show superiority in regard to the other
positions as the supdif of each contrast is quite considerable.
Two interesting observations can be drawn from this ﬁgure. First, the
contrasts in the decade of 50 are the ones with the biggest supdif, this can
be misleading because this does not mean that in this stage the Guards did
more assists, in fact, what happens is quite the opposite. For the antecedent
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Figure 5.8: Contrasts found for players that average more than 1.2 steals per game
of apg = [3; 5[, for this same decade, the contrasts of pos = G >> pos = X
have the lowest supdif of all periods, which is indicative that Guards players
in this period were not as proﬁcient as they were later on.
The other surprising fact, is that for the ﬁrst time, Forwards do not occupy
a place in between the other two positions. This time, they stand next to
Centers and depending on the period, the contrast of pos = G >> pos = F
in confrontation with pos = G >> pos = C is sometimes more accentuated
but for other times it is not.
Regarding steals as seen in ﬁgure 5.8, there is a more familiar trend with a
clear distinction between the three positions, with Forwards staying once again
in middle ground. Guards, like theorized, assume the throne in this category as
the the discovered contrasts pos = G >> pos = F and pos = G >> pos = C
rightfully state.
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Figure 5.9: Contrasts found for players that average more than 8 rebounds per
game
5.6.4 Rebounds & Blocks
Like steals and assists, these two statistics are bound together as they are most
commonly obtained by frontcourt players: Forwards and Centers. Size as-
sumes a vital role in obtaining both statistics as both usually involve touching
or recovering the ball in mid-air. From the top-20 contributors in blocks and
rebounds from last season (databaseBasketball.com - NBA Basketball Statis-
tics, Draft, Awards, and History , 2011), there is not a single Guard in the
mix.
Rebounding usually occurs near the basket. This also favours both For-
wards and Centers as they play near the basket. Figure 5.9 shows the contrasts
for players who obtain over an average of eight rebounds per game. Interesting
enough is the decreasing of supdif for the contrast of pos = C >> pos = G
and pos = F >> pos = G.
Two forces can be at work for that phenomenon to happen: More Guards
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are averaging more than eight rebounds per game or if less Forwards and
Centers are obtaining this mark. Since no Guard has averaged more than
eight rebounds per game, it is the frontcourt players who are getting fewer
rebounds.
Few factors can justify what has happened, even if Guards are not getting
that many rebounds, they are in fact getting more than in early years. For
example, since the 80s decade, the contrast pos = G >> pos = C or pos =
G >> pos = F is not present for antecedent reb = [2; 3.5[ but it was present
in the earlier decades with a signiﬁcant supdif (between 15 and 20). This can
be explained by the increment of the average height of Guard players like
seen in section 5.6.1 but also by the new breed of players with greater athletic
bodies as the training regiments improved which enabled them to ﬁght more
eﬃciently for loose balls.
This eﬀort has become less specialized, unlike other statistics, and started
being more of a responsibility for all team members. From ﬁgure 5.9, it is
evident how contrasts regarding Centers and Forwards are getting equal by
the last decade as their supdif is virtually the same.
There is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between defensive and oﬀensive rebounds
as they follow the general behaviour shown for the average number of total
rebounds.
As for blocks, ﬁgure 5.10 has the contrasts found for bpg > 1.10. As seen
in section 5.5.1, data for blocks is only available from year 1973 reason why
there are not any contrasts in the ﬁrst three decades.
Centers appear as the main contributors in this category but what really
stands out in the evolutionary scale is the Forwards as the contrast pos =
F >> pos = G keeps steadily increasing for every single period and the
contrast pos = F >> pos = C keeps decreasing since the 80s as they reveal
successive Shrink patterns.
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Figure 5.10: Contrasts found for players that average more than 1.1 blocks per
game
5.6.5 Other discoveries and stats
In this subsection, there is the exposure of other ﬁndings and attributes that
did not have a suﬃcient number of contrasts discovered along the timeline.
Turnovers is an attribute which did not draw many contrasts. Like what
has been stated for assists, it would be expected that Guards which are the
player who keep the ball in hands more time, would also be more prone to
lose it. The contrasts founds validate this as they are pos = G >> pos = C
found in the last two periods and pos = G >> pos = F in the last period. It
is just the small sample that does not allow to stand strongly by the relation
theorized.
Regarding personal fouls, ﬁgure 5.11 shows the the contrasts found for
players who average more than three fouls per game. Frontcourt players seem
to commit more fouls than Guards although the contrasts are getting smaller
by the ﬁnal periods. Centers, as they act like rim protectors they have to
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Figure 5.11: Contrasts found for players that average more than 3 personal fouls
per game
more active in stopping players driving to the basket and sometimes fouling
intentionally to avoid giving the opponent an easy basket are the main reasons
for this diﬀerence.
After six fouls, players are ejected from the game. This could have a direct
relation with the contrasts found for players with more than 33 minutes per
games which were: pos = G >> pos = C and pos = F >> pos = C in the
last two periods. Coaches usually sub out some players when they are getting
too many fouls to avoid the foul trouble. With Centers being the players with
more fouls committed, this could have a meaningful impact in their minutes
in the ﬁeld.
Without a signiﬁcant relation, comes the points per game element which
only drew a few contrasts with stability always being zero. Since all players
on the ﬁeld can score the ball, one cannot talk about an evident positional
relation in obtaining baskets.
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5.7 Conclusions
From the results obtained, the players common proﬁle shown in boxscore
statistics has been exposed as well as the way they have evolved along the
decades considered.
It is true that the ﬁrst decades are more ﬁlled with NULL values for some
attributes. Still, even for those with reliable data representation, the contrasts
found were just a few. In the following decades, the results started to appear
with greater consistency and frequency. Except for the height, this trend was
visible in all the contrasts shown, and led us to conclude that the game has
become more specialized regarding each position.
In the ﬁrst years, the diﬀerence between players playing diﬀerent roles were
not as signiﬁcant as it is in the modern times. The evolution of the game led
players to get better in a speciﬁc set of elements which contributed to this
increasingly positional discrepancy.
From the results seen, it is possibly to categorize each positional contribu-
tion in terms of the attributes seen. For Guards :
• Better 3P% and FT%;
• Most steals and assists ;
• Smaller height;
• More turnover prone;
While for Centers, the following was discovered:
• Better FG%;
• Most rebounds and blocks ;
• Bigger height;
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• Tendency to commit more personal fouls ;
As for Forwards they tend to stay in the middle ground between Guards
and Centers except for the rebounds category which they started to contribute
in a similar fashion as Centers in later periods (section 5.6.4). This proves
their versatility, showcasing typical elements from other positions, reason why
some of them are entitled as "jack of all trades, master of none".
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has aimed to bring the concept of discrimination to a temporal
setting in order to check group diﬀerences and how exactly these relations
evolved along time. This chapter intends to close up the dissertation by
making a balance of the developed work, pointing out some factors that could
be improved in a future work.
In chapter 3, the proposal was described in detail, with the patterns, mea-
sures and applications developed and how they closely cooperate in order to
achieve the goals proposed. The post-processing scheme employed has its
merits since it was eﬀortless to import the contrasts found by RCS usage into
the application developed, PPCS.
However, a harder approach was also possibly which would integrate the
role of RCS and PPCS in a single algorithm or application. This could prob-
ably relax the process from the user standpoint. It would imply the reduction
of the number of steps done which would make the process easier to handle.
There was also the possibility to obtain a faster execution time by removing
certain steps like CSV ﬁles creation and importing them afterwards.
A frequent setback involved the presence of continuous, numerical at-
tributes. This always invoked for a discretization treatment on this type of
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attributes. Research on CSM generally overlooks this situation and assumes
the data is composed exclusively of categorical attributes with a ﬁnite set of
values, which is false most of the times. The two datasets used are proof of
that. There has been a proposal for the incorporation of the discretization
process in the CS mining algorithm (Simeon & Hilderman, 2007) but has a
side eﬀect of increasing the size of the search space. Future work could look
into this matter, as the results produced are directly aﬀected by the speciﬁc
discretization done.
The patterns developed for this eﬀect have had a signiﬁcant impact in re-
vealing intriguing situations plus those which contain the so called common
knowledge. The ﬁndings shown in chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate those situa-
tions for the datasets used. The conclusions reached about each context, from
the results extracted, were presented in sections 4.4 and 5.7.
Looking into the patterns developed, they tend to rely solely on the passage
from one period to the next, not focusing in a more global form of behaviour
aﬀecting a set of periods. Stability arose as a form to tackle this, and despite
being able to characterize the contrast evolution in terms of its general be-
haviour, there are some situations that could beneﬁt from a special emphasis
given by a new pattern.
The example present in ﬁgure 4.1 could be one of those examples. From
1998 onwards, the supdif is steadily increasing but since it never increases
more than the 1% sigdif threshold deﬁned in each passing period, there are
no Growth patterns. This sequence of continuous growth could be meaningful
and future work could be based on this matter, obtaining new patterns to
stress this potentially intriguing situations. A time window concept like the
one used in the work by Manilla et al. (1997) and shown in section 2.3.2
could serve this purpose by deﬁning a number of periods that could reveal a
persistent trend.
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The GUI application developed to inspect the obtained results, the Viewer,
although being something not considered initially, assumed an prominent role
by signiﬁcantly improving the analysis compared to the previous form (i.e.
the results presented in a simple fashion, by just displaying a plain text ﬁle.
Its features also allow to reduce the set the contrasts presented, detect the
patterns found easily and provided visual elements and aspects that aid the
comparison eﬀort.
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Appendix A
Applications usage and options
A.1 Rules for Contrast Sets
CAREN has the following minimal syntax to run the RCS algorithm:
java caren dataset minsup minconf mode -CS -Hattribute
The dataset can come in any ﬁle extension, it should only respect the data
formats accepted by CAREN, either the Attribute/Value format or the Basket
Data format and the mode ﬂag should be set accordingly (-Att or -Bas).
Minsup and minconf parameters should be set as well (although minconf
is ignored by CAREN when ﬁnding CS) and it is of the utmost importance to
guarantee that the minsup value is kept constant for all the periods involved,
otherwise inconsistency will be present in the contrasts found in the diﬀerent
periods contributing to an unfair and biased overall comparison.
To ease the burden of executing CAREN many times, especially the typing
eﬀort, a script like the one in listing A.1 below can be used ensuring that the
same minsup is applied to all datasets (i.e. all periods).
Listing A.1: Script used to facilitate CAREN multiple executions
#!/bin/bash
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# Usage: ./script.sh minsup num_of_periods group_attribute
# Example: ./script 0.05 24 sex
if [ $# -ne 3 ]
then
echo "Error in $0 - Invalid Argument Count"
echo "Syntax: $0 minsup num_of_periods group_attribute"
exit
fi
for (( i=1; i <= $2; i++ ))
do
java caren period$i.csv $1 0.5 -Att -CS -H$3 -s";" -
ocsperiodresults$i
done
The last two ﬂags deﬁne the task at hand, the -CS ﬂag is used in order to
tell the system to discover Contrast Sets and the -H ﬂag allows us to declare
the attribute that possesses the groups to be contrasted. Not syntactically
required to execute but mandatory for us to obtain the CSV output ﬁles with
the results obtained is the -ocs ﬂag. The following excerpt contains the header
associated and one contrast with example values.
CSSup; Obs1; Obs2; Gsup1; Gsup2; pvalue; phi; Ant; Cons
0.056; 514; 48; 0.07; 0.03; 5.95E13; 0.07; workclass=?;
educ=Bachelor >> educ=Masters
(...)
A.2 Post-processing Contrast Sets
Like CAREN, this program will also be called up from the command line with
the user being able to set the parameters as he wishes as long as the syntax
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required is followed. The expected syntax is the following:
java -jar PPCS.jar files sigdif [mode] [-out]
The ﬁrst parameter is the set of ﬁles produced by CAREN. Here the
user has two options either introduce them one by one separated by commas,
by their temporal order (Ex: period1.csv,period2.csv,...) or by supplying a
folder. In this case, there can't be any other CSV ﬁle in the folder beside the
ones we are expecting and they must follow a naming convention that the ﬁrst
ﬁle should correspond to the ﬁrst period and so on. The validation involves
checking if the ﬁles can be opened and the header of the ﬁles match with what
is expected to be.
Next comes the sigdif parameter which should be a decimal value with
the dot as the decimal separator. The mode ﬂag is used to alter the output
produced by PPCS. It is optional to set it because the default ﬂag is -full
(or -f ) in which all information is printed. If the user desires more speciﬁc
information he can select one of the following selections:
• -ﬂips: Just prints the Flip patterns found
• -sigdif: Just prints the Growth and Shrink patterns found
• -sufo: Just prints the Spring Up and Fade Out patterns found
Listings A.2, A.3 and A.4 show small but representative examples of the
output that is built according to the mode selected.
The last ﬂag is optional as well and if set the results will be printed to a
text ﬁle (results.txt) instead of being print to the screen (stdout).
Listing A.2: Small excerpt of the output provided by -ﬂips ﬂag
--------------------------------------------------
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ANTECEDENT: height=6-4
Flip! [pos=F >> pos=G] (40s_results) becomes [pos=G >> pos=F]
(80s_results)
--------------------------------------------------
ANTECEDENT: height=6-5
Flip! [pos=F >> pos=G] (40s_results) becomes [pos=G >> pos=F]
(90s_results)
--------------------------------------------------
Listing A.3: Small excerpt of the output provided by -sigdif ﬂag
--------------------------------------------------
ANTECEDENT: 3p%=[0 : 0.10]
CONTRAST: pos=C >> pos=F
- Growth from period 5 (80s_results) to period 6 (90s_results)
with a difference of 0.1137
--------------------------------------------------
ANTECEDENT: 3p%=]0.38 : +oo[
CONTRAST: pos=G >> pos=C
- Growth from period 5 (80s_results) to period 6 (90s_results)
with a difference of 0.1110
- Shrink from period 6 (90s_results) to period 7 (2000s_results
) with a difference of -0.0260
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--------------------------------------------------
Listing A.4: Small excerpt of the output provided by -sufo ﬂag
--------------------------------------------------
ANTECEDENT: 3p%=[0 : 0.10]
CONTRAST: pos=C >> pos=F
- Spring Up from period 4 (70s_results) to period 5 (80
s_results)
--------------------------------------------------
ANTECEDENT: ft%=]0.65 : 0.72]
CONTRAST: pos=C >> pos=G
- Spring Up from period 3 (60s_results) to period 4 (70
s_results)
- Fade Out from period 6 (90s_results) to period 7 (2000
s_results)
--------------------------------------------------
A.3 PPCS Results Viewer
To run the Viewer application, a simple double-click on the .jar ﬁle is enough
or instead by running the command:
java -jar PPCS_Results_Viewer.jar
Figure A.1 shows the Viewer immediately after it is executed. A simple
panel that instructs the user to select the appropriate resultsImp.txt ﬁle to
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Figure A.1: Viewer state after being executed
start building the main interface with the data imported from that ﬁle. A ﬁle
selection dialog is shown to the user and he can navigate between folders until
he ﬁnds and selects the required ﬁle.
After ﬁle selection, the main interface is built as seen in ﬁgure 3.3. Details
on each feature were detailed in section 3.2.4.
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Data obtained
Table B.1: Labour dataset obtained
Attribute Description
idtrab Worker ID
ano Year (ranges from 1986 to 2009)
sexo Gender
educ Years of education
idade Years of age
antiguidade Years of tenure
tamanho Number of workers in the ﬁrm
owner Type of ownership (public, private or foreign)
loca1 Location of the ﬁrm (according to NUTS level 2)
inda1 Industry classiﬁcation
salario Log hourly wage real (ln e)
vendas Log real sales (ln 1000e)
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Table B.2: Raw basketball dataset obtained
Attribute Description
id Primary ID corresponding to each player
year Year (ranges from 1946 to 2009)
ﬁrstname Player ﬁrst name
lastname Player last name
team Team that the player represented in that year
leag League the player played in (NBA or ABA)
gp Total number of games played
minutes Total number of minutes played
pts Total number of points scored
oreb Total number of oﬀensive rebounds obtained
dreb Total number of deﬀensive rebounds obtained
reb Total number of rebounds (oreb + dreb)
asts Total number of assists obtained
stl Total number of steals obtained
blk Total number of blocks obtained
turnover Total number of turnovers committed
pf Total number of personal fouls committed
fga Total number of ﬁeld goal attempts
fgm Total number of ﬁeld goals made
fta Total number of free throw attempts
ftm Total number of free throws made
3pa Total number of 3-point shot attempts
3pm Total number of 3-point shots made
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